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nuisance. The State claimed that
he had been selling at his Citypoint store
a large amount of essences for beverage
purposes. Sheriff Littlefield testified that
he had received complaints against Peavey and that when he searched his
premises he found a large number of
empty bottles. H. C. Buzzell appeared
for Peavey and claimed that the bottles
were left there by people who attended
the dances in the hall over the store. The
case was heard by the following picked
jurymen: Robert F. Ames of Nortliport,
Lee A. Bennett of Prospect, A. S. Berry
of Montville, E. S. Cain of Palermo, Hollis Curtis of Searsport, Lawrence Rankin
of Lincolnville, John berry of Montville,
Edmund Brewster of Belmont, Lewis
Kingsbury of Frankfort, E. S. Whitaker
of Troy, Albert Marriner of Searsmont,
Joseph A. Pendleton of Islesboro. The
case was given the jury at 5 p. m. and
the verdict of not guilty was brought in
The case of State vs. Homer B Carter,
appealed from the Municipal Court on the
charge of illegal possession of liquor, was
nol prossed.
The appealed case of State vs. C. E.
Nash, for illegal possession of liquor, was
nol prossed.
The case of State vs. Leslie Dodge, an
appealed assault case, was continued,
k The case of the City of Belfast vs
Hayford Block Co. was taken up before
Judge Wilson Thursdiy forenoon and
was sent to the Law Court by agreement
on so much of the evidence as is admissible to preserve the rights of parties.
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Divorces Decreed
'I he following divorces were decreed
by Judge Wiison:
Carolyn E. Page, Belfast, Libt., vs.

■

Frank J. Page, Frankfort; for cruel and
abusive treatment.
Elva E. Guilford, Belfast, Libt., vs.
Charles S. Guilford, Penobscot; for cruel
ant abusive treatment.
Maurice E. Davidson, Belfast, Libt.,
vs. Nellie F. Davidson of New
York; for
cruel and abusive treatment. Custody
of minor child Helen, given to libellant.
Mary E. Eastman, Libt., vs. David B.
Eastman, both of Knox; for cruel and
abusive treatment.
Edward S. Hammond, Libt., vs Maude
L. Hammond of Searsport; for statutory
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Mrs. H. W. Healey and little grandson,
Ralph S. Healey, left Tuesday to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Milton T. Healey in St.
John, N. B.
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pastorate here will close August
lirst and liiB new pastorate at the Third
His

Religious church of Dorchester, Mass.*
will begin September 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson will leave Belfast
with the love and esteem of many outside their own church circle and will take
with them the best wishes of all. Both

part in the city’s public life
since coming here. Mrs. Wilson has especially endeared herself to the children
and young people.
Mr. Wilson has been
have had
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returned

Tuesday

from

a

business

trip to Boston.
Mrs. B F. Wells will remain for an in*
definite visit with her
son, B. F. Wells,
Jr., of Auburn.
Mi s Louise Ellis arrived
Tuesday from
Boston for a visit with her
parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred E. Ellis.
Supt. HerbertH. Stevens is on a business trip including visits in
Boston, New
York and Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. Carroll A. Thompson went to
Augusta Tuesday to join friends in an
auto ride to Portland and Boston.
Edwin Robertson of Portland,
employed

a

Mrs. James Scott of Camden arrived
to visit M.s. Loia P. Sherman.

Saturday

Mrs. Robert P. Coombs has returned
from a week’s visit in Boston and vi-

cinity.
Miss Dorothy Ingalls left Saturday for
Thorndike where she is engaged in teaching school.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley have
returned home from their annual visit in I
New York.

on

the lower

bridge,

has taken the Jones

Fred G. Spinney was in Auburn last cottage on
Cottrell shore for the season,
Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs. B. I and is occupying it with his
family.
F. Wells, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. William H.
McIntosh,
Mrs. C. B. Merriani of Condon street is who have been sotth for the
winter,
visiting her son, Herman Merriam of have returned home and will occupy
their High street residence.
Morrill, also Mrs. Gracie Bowen.
Clarence Webber brakeman, and J.
Mrs. j. L. Sleeper returned home Tuesday from a few days’ visit with Miss Frank McCruin, engineer, on the Belfast
branch, left Wednesday with their famiLtewella S. Thorndike of Rockland.
lies, the former for Brunswick and the
J. H. Sayward spent Sunday with his latter for Wratervilie, their former homes.
family, coming from Lincolnville, where i
he runs a portable mill for Young Bros,
j
Roscoe B. Smith arrived

Tuesday

from

Allston, Mass., where he spent the win
ter and has opened his home in this city.

SWANVILLE.

j

per annum,

Jose, Calif., Mercury

Herald

of April 24th, gives the following notice
of Helen Oaks Angier, daughter of Fred
W. Angier, a former Belfast boy:

|

“The friends of Miss Helen Oaks Angier, daughter of Mr. and Mrs- F. W.
Angier, are rejoicing with her over the
wonderful journey she is about to enjoy.
On Thursday morning Miss Angier departed from her San Jose home for the
east, stopping en route at Denver and
Boston, where she will be the house guest
of relatives, and then on to New York,
from where she will sail on The Emperor
of India on June 25 for a tour of the
world. Her charming companion upon
the trip will be Mrs. Allen Danforth of
Boston, a close personal friend. The
North Cape cruise will be enjoyed at the
beginning of the voyage, which will take
them to Iceland, Newfoundland, Norway,
Holland, Belgium, and then to England
and Scotland. From England the plans
are rather indefinite, but it is hoped that
passports can be secured and their delightful experiences continued in a complete tour of the world, with special time
spent in India and Java.
^
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for a business visit to Boston
to Eastport.

passed m

Annie_.M. Simmons arrived Friday on her way to her home in Morrill.
Mrs. Simmons spent the winter with her
five sons and two daughters in Massachusetts. Her youngest daughter is now
on
her way from Japan to the United
States, having spent two years in Japan
and China with her husband, who has
been employed as an expert chemist by a
syndicate of manufacturers.3

^WHY GO TO CHURCH^
Because it will be an hour of rest and the sermon you will
hear will stimulate you to do better service for yourself
and your follow workers.
We invite you to participate in all of our church activities for the future welfare of our community and nation.
Our attendance and enthusiasm for church work is increasing and we urge you to join with us. Come next
Sunday at 10.45 a. m,

Executive Committee ot Universalist Church

Mrs. Luella H. Nickerson and Miss Cora
Parsons were guests of their sister, Mrs.
Charles Libby, in Winterport last Tues-

his way

Mrs. Maurice Wood and daughter Sara
spent four days last week with her father,
J. F. Sheldon and son Louville Wood,
Condon street.

day.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Farnham and Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Trundy motored to
Hampden Highlands with Mr. Chester
Craney Saturday night to play for a
dance.

ji

Miss Elizabeth A. Marsano, a teacher
iu the public schools of Quincy, Mass., is
spending a week’s vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Marsano.

The sick reported last week are convalescent. Those recently afflicted who
are recovering are Mrs. Ada Billings, Mr.
David Moody, Mrs. Amanda Nickerson
and Mrs. Lee McKeen

George H. Whitney and family of Boston were in Belfast Tuesday on their way
to Saturday Cove,
where they have
opened their home for the summer.

Swanville Union Sunday school was
reorganized May 1st at the church with
Miss Madaline Brown ot Newport is the
following officers: Supt., Mrs. Alberta
employed in the office of Leonard, Ste- Nickerson; Vice Supt,, Mrs. Grace Damni;
vens & Bearce.
She will make her home Sec. and
Treas., Miss Celia M. Nickerson;
j
with her aunt, Mrs. Ethel W. Wiley.
Asst,
Mrs. Alice D.

Mrs. Fredona E. Cooper, who has been
spending the winter with Miss Ida S.
Burgess, left Thursday tor a visit in Rockland on her way home to Vinalhaveu.
Donald

B.

MacLennan

arrived

last

Monday from Newton, Mass., to open
the Peavey cottage at Northport for the
season.
The family plans to come earlier
than usual this
i

j

payable semi-annuaily.

season.

| Librarian,

j

{

|
|

j

Mr. and Mrs J. F. Sheldon Mrs. Mer- 1
riam and Mrs. J. H. Sayward went out to
Morrill last Wednesday to attend the i
funeral of Elisha Brown, a cousin of Mrs. !
i
Sheldon and Mrs. Sayward.

j
I

j
j

Department
Paupers
Lighting.
Memorial Building Expense_
Maintenance of City Team
Belfast Chapter Red Cross

Police

...

Street

City Park.
Belfast Free Library.
Water Supply.
Machinery and Tools
Armory and Rifle Range...,
Interest on Temporary Loans...
Du count on Taxes.
School Contingent..
Free Text Books and Supplies...
..

..

Superintendent

of Schools.

Repairs and Insurance.
Free High School.
Medical Examination.
Taking School Census
General School

Purposes.

3,300 0
3,600 00
4 850 00
2,400 00
1,8(0 00
500 00
200 00
500 00
400 00
4,000 00
7(H) 00
1,500 00
2 5(H) 00
800 00
2 800 00
1,475 00
1.50(1 00
7,000 00
100 00
100 00
17,500 00

$114.50! <?0V.
Frank P. Staples was elected fence
viewer and Bert E Annis was elected
consta ble.
The question of the adoption of “Daylight Saving Time” was discussed at
length, a number of citizens being presA tabulation ot the
ent in opposition.
vote held under the auspices of the
Chamber of Commerce was received and
also several extensively signed remonstrances from citizens living in Wards
Four and Five. The expression of opinion as gained from a combination of tile
vote and remonstrances was as follows:
Yes
Chamber of Commerce Vote.. .609
Remonstrance from Ward 4.
Remonstrance from Ward 5.
Total.609
The result being so close, no action
taken.

No
297
181
154
632
was

use

;

Nickerson;

Librarian, Miss Hazel E Nickerson. Voted to meet at 12 o’clock noon
Mr Charles Seeley came near meeting
a tragic death last Thursday afternoon by
being gassed in a most unusual way. He
went to the home of Mr. George Seekins
Mr. Seekins
for some apple pomace.
went to the barn across the road and his
Mr.
son
was
Seeley who
watching
young
shoveled into the pomace and the boy
says he leanea on his shovel, looked up
and then fell forward burying his face
in it. He ran for his father who came
at once to his assistance and notified Mr,
Seeley’s father, who came with Mr.
Spearing. Mr. Seeley was taken home
and Dr. F. C. Small, who fortunatelyhappened to be near, was summoned and
it was an hour before he became conMr. Seeley at this writing is apscious.
parentiy all right and says he remembers
nothing after shoveling into the pomace,
which Mr. Seekins savs had been there
nearly two years and the fumes were so
strong as to make your eyes smart if you
In a few minutes Mr.
got very near.
Seekins would have been away and Mr
Seeley would have been beyond medical
help.

BELFAST, MAINE,

produce 250,000 pairs of pants
year to supply its trade.
We are permanently increasing
Must

manufacturing business and

so; Additional

this

our

must have

Girls al Once'

working system

is easy to learn,
our factory is sanitary and under high
grade management, our machinery the
most up to date type and easy to operate.
Our

Girls can earn $15 to $20
they attend to business.

a

week if

Adjourned._

afternoon was a bridge tea presided over
The Kaneteta Campfire Group held
by Mrs. Albert Dutton and compliment- their monthly Council Fire on Saturday ;
ing Miss Helen Angier, who departed on evening at the home of the guardian,who
Thursday for a tour of t.ie world. Quan- was assisted in entertaining by Miss Antities of gorgeous roses graced the recep- j nie Rogers. Orilla Whitcomb completed
tion rooms and before the guests departed the requirements for the rank of Wood
Beads and
feathers were
each presented a pretty handkerchief to Gatherer.
the honored guest.”
9
awarded. Eight Campfire girls and three
Blue Birds were present. Plans for the I
Mrs.

on

The annual appropriations were made
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Clark of North
I
I
follows:
New Portland, accompanied by Sturgis
Randall of Augusta, returned home Sat- I
Contingent. $10,000 00
Interest on Bonded Debt.
6,744 00
urday, after a few days visit with Mrs.
900 00
Dependent Relief for Mothers..
Clark’s parents, Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Jen2 000 00
Swanville Road.
j
nys.
State Aid Highways..
5,332 00
Perkins Road Bridge.
4,000 00
j
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pennington of
Northporc Avenue.
l,0oU Ou
Washington, D. C., have been at the
Highways and Bridges. 20,000 00
Windsor Hotel the past few days while
Sidewalks.
2,000 00
Sewers
1,500 00
J their summer home, “Nine Miles from a
Fire Department.
3,500 00
Yeast
Cake,” is put in readiness for their
j

:

The San

orders

as

piauorm.
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he

L. Coombs has returned from
visit with friends in Vinalhaven.

given,

(The meadow lark, the red winged blackbird, the flicker, the song sparrow, the
gold finch, the chewink followed in quick
succession.
The robin and the bluebird,
the chickadee and white throated sparrow
were among the most friendly.
Mr. Wilson spoke of the sand piper{ as the ragtime walker among birds, because of its
Its call he
queer patter along the sands.
suggested, might be translated as “wet
wet
feet.”
feet,
In the afternoon the enthusiasm of the
children over the bird calls knew no
bounds, and during the moving picture
most of the small boys in the hall had already begun to practice.

was

transportation.

Ralph H. Dunbar of the Waldo Trust

Co.

Harry

Ordered: That when the fire alarm is
the City Marshal shall see that all
travel is stopped in the vicinity of the
fire; and that all vehicles shall stop moving on High street between Main street
and the Fire Station until the fire apparatus has passed.
9
Ordered: That the City Treasurer be,
:
and he hereby is, authorized to borrow
the sum of sixteen thousand dollars and
to issue temporary notes of the city for
the same, to be paid from the taxes assessed for the year 1921-1922; said notes
to be countersigned by the Mayor and
members of the committee on finance,
accounts, and claims.
Ordered: That the City Treasurer be,
and he hereby is, authorized and instructed to draw his check for one hundred
dollars in favor of Thomas H. Marshall
Post, G. A. R., or Frank D. Hazeltine
Post American Legion to help defray the
of Memorial Day; any unex; expenses
pended balance to be returned to the city
treasury.
Ordered: That the City Treasurer be,
authorized and inand he hereby is,
structed to invest five thousand dollars
of the “Cemetery Ftind” now deposited
in the Belfast Savings Bank in bonds of
the City of Belfast due August 15, 1925,
bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent

Burd,

Mr. and Mrs. Emery O. Pendleton returned home Thursday from St.
Cloud,
Fla., where they spent the winter. They
are very enthusiastic about the
climate
the flowers, the people and the opportunities offered for the winter season, particularly to the Grand Army and their allied
bodies.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Russ
who have been at St. Cloud the past
winter, will return home as soon as they

Motors

'!,i to

time

to

for three years to the Boston navy yard
and has a wide acquaintance in this city.
He gained distinction during the war by
planning the repair of the interned German liners damaged by their crews before
their seizure by the government. In spite
of the dissenting opinion of prominent
naval authorities, he insisted Fiat these
steamships could be repaired by an electric welding prnces-.
By applying this
idea, he got the vessels in shape to transport American troops a year in advance
of the time it was calculated they would
be ready. During the war 950 vessels of
all classes were sent to his district for
overhauling. Admiral Burd was born in
Belfast, Me., and was graduated from the I
United States Naval Academy in 1878.
During his course at Annapolis he spec- j
lalized in steam engineering. His wife
was a Boston girl, Miss Frances A. Good- i
win.
He was stationed in Boston from I
1907 to 1910 and served at practically all I
of the navy yards in the country during
his long period of service.
He plans to
make his home on the Pacific coast, probably in Seattle.”
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feeling that prompted the endeavor Mr.
Wilson very courteously declined to re-

]
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Mrs.

as pastor of the First Parish
While appreciating the good

church.

officially re
tired from active service April 28th, when
he reached his 64th nirlhday.
Belore his
assignment to Brooklyn, he was attached
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Howes,

and remain

“Rear Admiral George E. Burd, for the
last 10 years industrial manager of the

|
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Mr.
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Lard 12%.
wift’s Pride Soap 5Skr
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committee

James C. Durham and Miss Charlotte W.
Colburn was appointed to confer with

Mrs. Burd and their
daughter, Mrs. Ethel B. Luck, plan to
spend the summer in Belfast and Northport. A recent issue of the Boston Herald

16%. I Compound

in

was

sewers.
me iouowing
concurrence:
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TOUR OF THE WORLD
Admiral

Mrs. Ellen Johnson of Castine
Belfast Monday on business.

After reading the letter
consisting of Mr. James H.

Lillian E. Abbott of Norwood, Mass.,
Libt., vs. Nathan Abbott of Knox; for i
gross and confirmed habits of intoxica- |
tion.
|
Josephine H. Orne of Troy, Libt., vs. |
Kenneth Orne of Boston; for cruel and
abusive treatment.
Eustis J. Partridge of Northport, Libt.,
vs.
Harriet H.
Partridge, Haverhill,
Mass.; for deseition.
Heibert E. Kuowlton, Belfast, Libt.,
vs., Bertha A. Knowlton, Los Angeles,
Cal.; for cruel and abusive treatment.
A. Ferry Coombs, fslesboro, Libt., vs.
Flora M. Coombs, Auburn, for desertion;
custody of children given to libelant.
Nora Leavitt, Troy, Libt., vs. Cyril B.
Leavitt, Newport; for cruel and abusive
treatment. Libelant given her maiden
name of F.stes.
Elizabeth A. Small, Libt., vs. Frank
E. Small, both of Belfast; for cruel and
abusive treatment.
Custody of two
minor children given to libelant, the
libellee to pay S10 per week for theii
support.

■

PERSONAL

the First Parish and with kindliest regards toward ail of its members, I am,
Sincerely yours,
Arthur E. Wilson

treatment.

ijnd

PERSONAL

Misses Hazel Kirkpatrick and Haze
Cunningham of Bangor were recent
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Ingersoll and guests at A. E. Cunningham’s.
little son have returned from Harmony,
D. Hartshorn and
Mr. and Mrs. Z
where Mr. Ingersoll has been on a busi- daughter Martha spent Friday night and
ness trip.
Saturday at their summer home.
Mrs. Jack Bridge arrived rrom MontMr. and Mrs. J. W. Turner of St.
Luke’s Road, Allston, Mass.,
arrived real Saturday night and is the guest of
Saturday to open their summer home at her mother, Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips.
the construction of a sewer from Grove
Northport.
Messrs. Jay Saunders and George Pert
street down Church street and Northport
of North Bluehill were guests over Sunavenue to Mayo street and thence to the
Nathan H. Small has been at his home
day of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson.
shore was referred to the committee on in this city several days.
He left Friday

Frances M. Salter, Belfast; Libt., vs.
M. Salter of Miami, Fla.; for
cruel and abusive treatment. Name of
libellant changed to Frances H. Macomber.
Lurena M. Bahrt, Belfast, Libt., vs.
Arthur Cornwall Bahrt, Miami, Fla.; for
ciuel and abusive treatment.
Elmira A. McKeen, Belfast, Libt... vs.
Joseph A. McKeen, formerly of Belfast;
for desertion.
Harlan W. Palmer, Northport, Libt.,
vs.
Bertha Grace Palmer, Haverhill,
Mass.; for desertion.
Carl L
Parker, Libt., vs. Frances T.
Parker, Frankfort?; for cruel and abusive

grjat

City Government

The regular meeting of the Belfast City
Council was held Monday evening, May
i. Mayor Wescott presiding; Councilman
the church Monday afternoon, when the V. L. Hall absent.
The trial balance of the City Treasurer
following officers and committees were
elected: Moderator, Arthur Ritchie;clerk, was received and placed on file.
The monthly roll of accounts was read
Charles S. Bickford; treasurer, James H. ind
passed as follows:
Howes; standing committee, Elmer A.
Contingent .$ 244 84
Highways. 1,666 22
Sherman, Arthur Ritchie, J. W. BlaisSchool Transportation.
454 20
dell, Charles R. Coombs, Irving T. DinsStreet Lights.
402 25
Mrs.
and
James
H.
Machinery
G.
Giles
Abbott,
Tools.
179 13
more,
City
Building.
95
120
T.
Chase; ushers,,
Howes, Mrs. Fred
6 95
Police..
Belfast hree Library.
Frank I. Wilson and C. S. Bickford;
114 15
School Contingent.
136 30
trustees, Charles W. Frederick, Elmer A.
Free Test Books and Supplies.
544 40
Sherman and James H. Howes; commitSchool Repairs and Insurance.
71
116
j Paupers. 912 49
tee on church property, Elmer A. SherCity Team.
100 32
\
man, Arthur Ritchie and James C. Dur- i
I
62 50
Armory.
R. Hayford Account.
48 04
ham; music, Miss Charlotte W Colburn,
Sidewalks. 220 08
Mrs. W. B. Swan, Mrs. B. H. Conant,
Fire Department.
58 70
j School
i
Miss E. Maude Barker and C. W. FredCharity.
36 75
j
erick; collector, Mrs. Geo. I. Keating.
The following letter was received:
High School.
20 00
i
General School Purposes.
103 77
Belfast, Maine, May 2, 1921.
State Road.
1
14 33
1 hereby hand you my resignation as
Float and Ferry.
41 02
I
minister of the First Parish of Belfast, !
Cemeteries. 173 96
|
to take effect August first, this year. ;
I give you this three months’ notice so
Total.$5,004 76 j
Notice was received from the trustees
that you may know my intentions and
act upon them at the annual meeting of if the Belfast Free Library that they had
letermined that the income from the
the parish.
!;
On August first I shall have served “Wilson Fund” should be used for the
six and a half years, a time full of in- support of the Belfast Free Library.
Petitions from W. L. West to occupy a i
teresting experiences and many pleasant
memories and always with only the portion of Charles street while building a
friendliest relations between parish and retaining wall, and from B. C. Dinsmore i
It is not easy to sever such & Son to occupy portions of Main and !
minister.
relations with the parish and the com- High streets while repairing their store
munity, yei I feel that it should be done. were read and granted.
A petition of B. L. Davis and others for
With all best wishes for the welfare of

Byron

gr|>at
movemejits

Resigns

The annual meeting of the First Parish,
Unitarian, church and parish was held at

cause.

Ycjrk,

1

Docket.

mon

Belfast

j

Presiding.

Last Wednesday afternoon the case of
Percy Peavey was tried. He was indicted
at this term by the Grand Jury as a com-

JR.

ii{

jnd Agricultural
erved at long tables deco ated

Scott Wilson of Portland

Rev. A. E. Wilson

Court

Supreme Judicial
Ttie Criminal

MeBelfast friends received
the sad news
iast Thursday evening tinder i Thursday of the
death of Blanche
of
Chamber
Belfast
Jordan,
10n of the
League Bup- wife of B. F. Wells, Jr., a former

Jer!,ml„unitv
tr,i

A' Br^ha,l,
service;
Mr!'CecnruRalPhh
rurnFft 1 F'^' ho"dei Senator James Ja8ricul‘
N?onlvllle-Morris
Fura7
o E.
E Fr
t6'-industrial,
turai, O
frost,
L.

F1yE CENTS

vacation fund were discussed. The fol- 1
lowing committees were appointed to
have charge of the annual May banquet
supper: Minerva Gray, Frances Rogers;
entertainment, Gladys Rose and Orilla
Whitcomb; decorations, Annie Rogers I
Later in the evenand Martha Duncan.
ing there was an advertising contest, and j
was
played. Home made i
“pop-in-law”
candy was served. Mr. Duncan, Miss I
Erskine, Mrs. F’rame, Mrs. Whitcomb, I
Mrs, Eames, Miss Eames, Miss Griffin,
Mrs. Rogers and Charles Rogers, Jr.,
we,e guests for the evening.

HorseS
FOR SALE
Will arrive from Boston this,
Thursday, morning with a
load of acclimated horses,
which will be on sale at the
Square Deal Stables, Spring

Street, Belfast.
Dr. W. L. WEST,
^PROPRIETOR

Belfast is a most desirable and attractive city in which to live.
New

learning.

n

assured a living wage while
Write or apply to

girls

PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY,
Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine.

THE EXTRA BILL
carry that extra bill in your
You will be tempted to
break it and spend it, and you will
never know where it has gone. DEPOSIT

pocket.
DON’T

IT IN THIS BANK AND FORGET IF.
Then it will go right along working for
And it will be
you, earning interest.
ready for you when you need it.

Waldo Trust
UNITY

Company

BELFAST

BROOKS

MAINE
9'

number 494 to Britain’s 526, bui our guns
We
will be laiger and more effective.
are to have 322 distroyers, Britain will

Republican Journal

|—~st.

Thursday,

5, 1921.

may

o

marines.

of officers and
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A.

I.

we

courage

are

equal

in skill and

f or one square,
ADVERTISING T ERMS,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and 35 cents for each subsequent

ill,

of

war

us

has introduced

“Neither a borrower or a lender be.
For loan oft loses both itself and friend;
And borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry.
This above all, to thine own self be true;
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou c anst not then be false to any man
—Hamlet Act 1, Sec.3

Washington. We have no doubt that
the resolution will pass both houses of
Congress and the President will doubtless
invite the powers to send
to the conference.

—

THE

Miss Sadie

SITUATION AND OUR

UI

PROBLEMS
The United States produces more than
half the copper used by the world, nearly

course no

plete

naval

there

are

disarmament,

and

fundamentals

some

a

we

think

Mr. aud Mrs. Frank Riley and two
children of Bangor are guests for a week
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

the American navy should at least be the
equal of any other. The United States is,

materials.
today, the foremost world power. This
Europe would like to buy our copper at ant the necessity of protecting our Paci
twelve or fourteen cents a pound and sell fie coast, the Panama
Canal, our island
it back to us in electrical appliances at possessions and our Atlantic coast must
from two to twenty dollars a pound. be taken into account
To defend these
Europe would like to buy our raw cotton from even the navy of a third class powat twelve cents a pound (about the pres- er would
requires strong navy. No naent. price) and sell it back to us in gloves, tion in the world has a coast line on
hosiery and qloth. Europe would like to

like this becausejnost of the transportabe in
tion, both going and coming would
En
ships, oil burners, using another

glish

raw

is

In tact

our

jon earth.
considerably more

the richest -nation
wealth is

n

Notwithstanding all our natural advanbeen
tages business in this country has
.shrinking in volume for several months.
The first reason given lor this is that the
cost of labor is much too high. In many
lines of industry we believe this is true.
In many others employes have accepted
a
reasonable reduction. If wages were
im mediately reduced to the level often

port have linished sawing lumber for
Fred btevens and moved their machinery
the Ed Walker farm to do
ing there

the readers of

The Journal who can do

since

Buchanan.
is

of, at least, the actual
rights of the millions who
and whose earnings pass quickly

consideration
and

needs
work

In other

into the channels of business.

words, all the penalties which

fol-

are to

low our orgy, of waste and extravagance
.should not be paid by labor.
Monopolies
must be put under control. Capital must

profiteer at tbe expense of labor
and of the public. Both private and public graft must be made impossible. Economy in the expenditure ol public money'
should be more than a soothing phrase to
cover extravagance
Our system of taxation should be revised and in pi. ce of

cease

to

the welter of these and other faults

j

soon

after the fourth of July.

time

an

from

of reform which would restore the prosper.ty of former days.

NAVAL DISARMAMENT.
33

battleships and
battle cruisers built and building. Great
Britain has 35 ships of the same characWhen we have completed the proter.
This

country

has

gram authorized in 1916 we shall have a
decided advantage over the British in
tonnage, on an average about 3,6 0 tons

were

to

be dis-

otherwise busy man can spare
till then will be needed if he

1

now

not

give^^^B

planl^^BII"

when you feel this way
18 t'o “give up” for a
day or two, stay in the

house, keep quiet, eat
lightly of simple food

end take a mild laxative
that will BEACH THE
LIYEB. You may have

favorite pill or tablet,
but don't overlook the
fact that NOW you need

a

to give
a
you BEbISTANCE
donie for the vital orto
assure
ga.v.3
good digestion, pure blood and
natural action of tlie
bowels and kidneys. We
recommend
“L.
F.
Medicine because it has
60
helped so many.
doses for 50 cents.
%

Ub

The^^BBIB

prescription

^^Bfll
?
I

^^B

^^B
^^B

^^B
^^B
^^B
^^B

—

•“b F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

^B
^B

^^B

^^B

•}

w

t
4

A
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II
MJ
^
I 1

know why he

V
tJ
m

M

Mu
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all your

sure

r

a

^

of the

sure

of

baking.

Don’t take chances
your grocer,

your flour.
Tell, and be

on

William

Tell
sure.

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY

9

was

Miss Abbie Littlefield has gone to
where she has employment in
of the clothing factories.

Bel- !

!

needed.

TR DRUM LANDAMUS
Thanks and praise to Almighty God,
who of His great mercy has shown mercy
to this Republic and to all nations!
Thanks and praise to Belgium, the hero
nation, who at the cost of her own martyrdom stood steadfast at Liege!
Thanks and praise to France, who for
long, weary years, dammed ba k the tide
of Hunnish barbarism with a rampart of
the bodies of her glorious sons!
Thanks and praise to Britain, who made
at Ypres a new Thermopylae, and who for
four long, weary > ears made all earth’s
seas a

stood for freedom!

er

Robinson

written by Willis Fletchand appeared in Harvey’s

was

Weekly a few days after the armistice
was signed.

Congressman Peters Chairman of the
Kahn

Resolution Committee.

Rep. John A. Peters of the third district has recently been appointed chairman of the select committee authorized
by the Kahn resolution to make an investigation to fix the responsibility for
the escape of Grover Cleveland Bergdoll.
This is considered a distinctive honor
not only to Rep. Peters but also to the
State, for he was selected out of the 435
members to the chairmanship of a committee considering a matter of such national and international interest-

Right Oh!
Those speaking in the interests of owners of real estate in the city of Washington have started propaganda to encourage the building by each state of a state
home at the national capital. The state
which begins this under present conditions better enlarge its state accomodations for the feeble minded.—Kennebec

Journal.

Savings Bank

Book number

gains.

672, issued

All

The
Restful
Tea
miliiiminmiMimmiini

prices.

Deal Stables

Square

Pigs—wholesale and retail

Schweizier’s Embroidered Robes
also full line of dress goods, curtains
and draperies.
MRS.N ATHAN S. VOSE,
2wl7
R. D. 2, Thorndike, Maine

All

sizes.

L.~WEST

W.
j

Pigs for Sale
See, V ou Cars V/ash

j

LOOSE STRAW

OVERLAND

2-Year-Old Holstein Bull

MOTOR CARS ARE A

Irish

Cobler Potatoes for

(swtsefs
NO in addition to this immaculate
cleanliness they combine supreme
style with ideal comfort. Are not sold
in stores; made to your individual proportions from correct measurements taken

A

by

an

expert corsetiere.

Boned v/ith the patented NuBone Stay
which is guaranteed not to break or
rust .within one year. This stay is used
wily in Nubone Corsets; is the only
woven wire stay in existence. Is made in
three and five wire styles and will thus
j
3upport any type of figure.
NuBone Corsets are moderately priced
and outwear two of the ordinary kind.
Phone

write for appointment

or

G. L. SLIPP,
Tel. 117-11

Eggs for

Belfast,

Ma.ne.
2wl7*

Hatching

Partridge Plymouth

Rocks

13 Eggs $1.00 at the house.
$1.50 by parcel post.

4w17*

MRS. L. W. PEARSON,
Citypoint, Maine.

WANTED

Mrs. C.€>. Webber
4 BELL STREET

Seed

PLAIN SEWING to do at home. Children’s garments a specialty.
MRS. NATHAN S. VOSE,
R. D. 2, Thorndike, Maine.
2wl7

a

TECKLA
i

full and d ^sirable line^of

There are 5000 satisfied
Overland owners in the State
who have found that in an
Overland you get the most
for ycur money.
Prices delivered, Belfast:
Sedan

....

Coupe
Touring

....

Roadster

#1585
#1545
#995
#995

Paint )

HARRY E. WALKER

9

A

Brings Results

A smooth hairless skin for every
may be had with the aid of a
little MEDOL paste, made by mixing
a little Medol with water, and apply
to the hairs not wanted and in a jiffy
off.
you can wash the hairs right
Medol is soid iu COc and $1,00 bottles,

or

Monogram

Our letters and monograms are obtainable in a wide variety of styles
and colors and when applied represent the final touch so necessary to
stamp your car with just that bit of individualism which bespeaks distinction and prestige. These letters also prevent theft and provide a means
of ready identification.
These letters and monograms are not affected by mud, soap or water,
and will retain their original lustre and beauty under all weather conditions. We will apply them for you at remarkably small cost and in comparatively short time—eliminating the delay, annoyance and greater expense often occasioned by other methods. PERFECT—LASTING results
4wl7
assured. Styles and colors on request.
Six initials, 3 on each side of your car, $1.50 complete. All styles
the same price. APPLIED BY

FRANK A. DOWNS, 42 Union St., Belfast, Maine

-•‘Hands Up*'

American Proprietary Syndicate.
Malden 43, Mass.

One Dodge car, new last July. In
excellent condition. Driven a little
over a thousand miles.
Good reason
for selling. Inquire at Journal office.

Matron Wanted
At the Home

for

Age! Women,

DR. ELMER

I have

opened

a

store in the Austin Block and will

full line of Men’s, Women’s and Boys’
Furnishings. Also Boots, Shoes and Ball Band
Rubber Goods.
carry

a

PEARL CROCKETT, Mgr., Brooks

to

secure

Comes

9

in

10

Popular Colors.
Put up in Quarts, Pints
Half-Pints
Ask for Color Card

ar-

GEORGE C. TRUSSELL, High St., Belfast

For Sale

For

particulars apply to

ANNOUNCEMENT

permitting even the novice
even, satisfactory job.

Dries in about 24 hours with a beautiful lustre that
stand weather and wear

woman

Embellish Your Car with Your Own Personal Initials

Auto with

Practical Product for the Automobile Owner
Ready for Immediate Use

Sets slowly

Hair Remover

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS!

our

Carmote Auto Color Varnish

The Journal

UNDERWEAR
Tel 169-12

Take you slate and figure it
out for youiself.

Distributor for Waldo County

An advertisment in
I also have

GOOD INVESTMENT

humanity!

Thanks and praise and everlasting glory
to Almighty God, who, of His infinite
mercy, hath brought salvation to this
Republic and to all nations of mankind!
The above

Horses’ Collars, secondhand ones, good bar-

;

be re-enacted with
are

Double Harnesses
Work Harnesses
Driving Harnesses

I HAVE TAKEN THE
AGENCY FOR

not immediately

amendments if amendments

Single Harnesses

by Stockton Springs Trust Company.
Finder please return to
S. B. MERRITHEW, Treasurer.

great number of undesirables. The new
law is to be operative for only 14 months.
can

HARNESSES

LOST

j

one

--

The immigration bill recently enacted
by Congress will no doubt shut out a

If it works well it

Carload of
Second-hand

A

expected he forfeited his bail and disappeared. It is said he has gone to Russia.
If he starts anything over there he will
face a firing squad.

\J
m

have thus made

You will find that William Tell will give a
delicious flavor and a uniform goodness to

CAPABLE WOMAN for general
housework with cooking required.
A
permanent position.
Apply to
Max
Getchell of Brewer spent the
MRS. WM. M. RANDALL,
week-end with Mrs. Getchell and Mrs. i
16
6 Park Street, Belfast.
Bertha Neailv.

fast,

Thanks and praise to the sons and
daughters of this Republic, who gave
their all to guard its rights and freedom,
and to aid all other neighbor nations to
win a like estate!

sick

STEVENS,

WANTED

taken to prison instead of being released
on bail of $20,000.
As might have been

brave blows for freedom and

just

DR. CARL H.

Corner

Horace Cunningham, who has employin Ellsworth, spent the week-end
with his parents.

Thanks and praise to the peoples who
charged at once ours would hurl 548,f00
were not yet free nations, Poles, Czechs,
.pounds of metal as against 452,000 pounds.
Slavs, Jews, and who not else, who from
I n the secondary batteries our guns will
their bondage struck with fettered hands

Not quite ready to
near it.
‘lip but
cheapest and best

of

we

quality of the flour, you can be
the quality of your baking.

I

ment

greater Marathon!
Thanks and praise to Italy, the renascent, to Japan the newly riser,, to SerBrazil and
In our main batteries we shall bia, to Portugal and Greece, to
per ship.
the way of Latiu-America
Cuba,
blazing
314
for
'hem. Our guns
have 340 guns to
into the council chamber of the world,
will average a little larger in caliber than and to every nation, great or small, that

theirs and if all these guns

Because

was

All the

worth prison. He had been one of the
most dangerous leaders of revolt against
We do
our government for a long time.

ex-

isting in our business and governmental
affairs there should te evolved a system

X-RAY PICTURES
of bones, joints and teeth, fractures and
dislocations mav be obtained at the office

saw-

the days of James ! treason, was near treason. He was sentenced to serve 20 years in the Leaven-

inevitable that wages will Ian to a
level lower than at present, but reductions cannot be safely made without due
It

some

Horace Page of Ellingwood’s
calling on friends last week.

We advise them to procure a copy
of this law and begin to study it at once.
Most of its provisions will take effect
that.

qualifies himself to be his own autodisaster
years ago immediate business
mobile lawyer.
would follow and even the most ardent
advocate of near free trade would be able
“Big Bill” Hayward -was a leader of
to comprehend that if American labor is j the I. W, W. He was arrested, tried and
•forced to compete even handed with convicted of violation of the espionage
foreign labor wages will be lower than : and selective service laws, which, if not
the y have been

We make absolutely cert; in of its uniform
quality and purity.

For Sale

materials.

one-third that of the entire world.
We have gained much of our wealth by
selling raw materials, but the greater
part of it has been attained by manufacturing developed and cairied on by
people who have a genius for organization, invention and skilled workmanship.

tha

Gustus and Kenneth Walker of Sears-

making—

Special Notice

35 Church St., Belfast, Me.
Tel. 15
Melissa McKeen, who was called to
3ml5
Knox by the illness aud death of her
which and behind which there is so much brother
John, was in town, the guest of
Secwealth as in this country of ours.
brother Isaac. She remained only one
ond, the American navy should always day belore returning to Ballard
Vale,
be superior to that of any Asiatic power. Mass.
The outcome of discussions regarding na3 SIDE POCKET GIRLS
Mrs. E. A. Robertson gave her husband
val armaments will depend almost entirea surprise birthday party the evening of
NO CUT IN WAGES.
ly upon positions taken by those nations
Refreshments of ice
April the 22nd.
STEADY WORK.
most powerful on the seas, the United
cream, cake and coffee were served aud
E. O. HALL,
States, Great Britain and Japan. If an
the men presented him with a box of
3wl6
64 High Street, Belfast.
reached
can
be
these
agreement between
cigars. A very enjoyable evening was
large sums of the people’s money can be
passed by all present.
saved.
The logical and proper course to
be
bring about a reduction,of course, will
MONROE
to stop building new ships and retiring'
1921 DORT CAR
the older types of vessels from service.
J. B. Palmer lias purchased a new
One of best looking and most economical
to run on the market—20 miles to gallon
Our new law relating to motor vehicles Ford truck.
Reason for selling: I intended to do
Mrs. Herbert Littlefield had dandelion gas.
and the law of the road fills about nine
public car business, but changing my mind
and a half newspaper columns and is
greens April 14th.
and having another car did not need
this,
divided into 97 sections. Profiteers and
Mrs. G. A. Palmer spent several days Price $1440 f. o. b., Belfast, dealer’s price.
Anyone interested call and see me before
those who had army contracts can afford last week in Belfast.
buying. Inquire of
to hire a lawyer to accompany them when j
Mrs. Susan Dawson is spending a few
tfl7
C. W. LANCASTER.
they go motoring, but there are few of weeks in Belfast, the guest of relatives.

buy our iron at a low price and sell it
back to us in cutlery, guns, and other
manufactured forms, even down to fish
hooks.
Europe would like to buy all our
raw materials, pay for them with a part
of the goods made from them and sell us
the rest for the gold we are digging from
England would especial!}
mines.
our

Ours

We test it at every stage of its
several times an hour.

Riley and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Evans.

to

know

FLOUR

Dwight L. Palmer
and Owens Bros.

team horse.

a

as raw

of our

a

span of work horses aud also a driving
horse
H. P. White also recently bought

the United States should insist in any plan
for a limitation of naval armaments. First,

half the iron ana sixty per cent of the
We have coal, zinc, lead and a
cotton.
multitude of other things which are listed

boys recently bought

The Smith

to

WILLIAM TELL

W interport.

com-

which

on

who is teach-

Mrs. A. A. Barden, who has been at
the home of her son, Fred, the past four
months, has returned to her home in

representatives

nationwill consent to

Cummings,

ing in district 1 and 2, is boarding with
Mrs. Dickey.

disarmament conference to be held in

Every-

that it’s coming right and you test it
That’s the way we
time and again.
make sure of

straws!

church.

tion urging President Harding to invite
Great Britain, France, Italy and Japan to
a

(LANSON

I

HUBBARD!

Littlefield,

The Baptist quarterly meeting will be
May 7 and 8, at the Monroe Center

resolu-

a

of Fred

visiting

very badly.

The first step has been taken in
this direction.
Representative Rogers of
Massachusetts

son

is

has had the misfortune to sprain his ankle

vessels and the immense naval

“How’s the cake coming?”
body’s interested. You want

who have been

out again.

Roy Littlefiq d,

budget.

QUOTATION

Dickey,

and Mrs.

are

Mr. Henry Low of Brooks
his sister, Dora Murphy.

in consul-

viting other nations to join

tation for the purpose of making agreements which would reduce the number

^

Forty-eight hens of Mrs. H. P. While
layeu 956 eggs in March.

ought to take the lead in the way of navai
disarmament at least to the extent of in-

In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms.
12.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
or th ree months.

ill with the prevailing

Mr

»

Insertion.

Lee McKeen is

grip cold.

have a considerable

As long as we are leading any other nation in naval strength it is plain that we

one
one

having his buildings

painted.

fighting superiority.

net

BROWN, tditor.

men

would

White is

H. P.

Each will have about 150 subAssuming that the personnel

have 350.

p] JBUSHEI) EVERY THURSDAY BY
Republican journal Pub. Co.

SWAiNVlLLE CENTER

SMALL, President.

Wanted
Man and Wife, for permanent position.
Must be good cook, and man to care for
grounds and garden. Address Box 145,
Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
A GIRL for general housework in family
of five. No washings.
Wages S10 per
R. L. COOPER,
week. Inquire of
15 High Street, Belfast
16

NOTICE!
We have on hand and can make immediate dc
of the following brands ot fertilizers:

AA. C. BRANDS-Bowker’s. Brailley’s, Crocker’s, Great Eastern
General, Packer’s Union.

SWIFT’S BRANDS-Lowell
New

a

ml

England.

Consumers’ Fuel Co..
DISTRIBUTORS AND AGENTS.

about a central hall. The bathroom is
also located on this.floor.

ppHREYS* SQUARE TYPE IS

There are many features In this substantial home that will appeal to the
man of family who wants plenty of
breathing space. Moreover this type
of house is very economical in cost.
This is due to the absence of frills of
any kind which always mean extra
expense. In these days of high costs,
if people
planning on homes would
overlook many of the whims which
they may want to incorporate in their
new borne
they would. find it quite

PT- Humphreys* Remedies fc”

<■>'

W

meets the needs
-y ailment from Infancy
* I>r. Humphreys’ Manual

,1

use,

P
*

PARTIAL list
FOR

Has

I|**•

ifulness of Infants
.i ftii-l adults

\\

I

peal to Home Builder.

Bronchitis
vcir1. Neuralgia
Headache, Vertigo

a,

tV

CUTS COST OF

ion,Weak Stomach

.’csi

Many Advantages That Ap-

ugli. Laryngitis

;1>rn‘

i .-:hago
,j i^ue. Malaria
*
■■ling. Internal. Extern?
>
v. Cold in Head
Difficult

K,,

I

Glenwood
A Wonderful

--x-a

Design Shown Here Is Built of ConCrete Blocks, but Will Work Out
Equally Well in Frame, Brick,

Breathing

.ntinonce

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.

Grippe

La

v

Mr.

William A. Radford will answer
and give advice FREE OF
on
all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, lor the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is. without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Address all inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1S27 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only inclose
two-cent stamp for reply.

questions

.ry where.

MEDICINE
Streets. New

COST

CO

York

1)1 bT TO U. S.
loans of American
business men, fannied States government
now total more than
shown by official relry department and
nmerce.
This is the
world now owes the
.v as a
result of the
trade. The debt is
te of almost $10,000,-

.*

Sundays, counting
payments and foreign
into

bring

the

United

annually and into the
an citizens
approxiear.
This is equal to
total expenditures of
the next three years,
■retary Mellon,
itemizes thus:

r

States,

tea

approxi-

advanced

,000

H:■

as

whole lot of extra expense.
Fast year there were 100.000 marriages, and only 4O,(X|0 homes were
built. It is estimated that
today there
are 121 families for
every 100 homes,
if this be true the situation is
very
acute. There must he home
building,
and work must he started soon or
there will he an actual home famine.

New

Pork
Scientist
Finds
Cousins to
Asiatics
and
United States Indians.

material soid
exporters and
■bout $3,000,000,000 for
.iue to American investon bonds of foreign
here and on stock in

design

may
^

—
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the wonderful pearl grey
porcelain enamel finishso neat and attractive.

KSo|||

simply

cloth

passing

a

dampHgfltt

the surface you
to clean
range instantly. No more
soiled hands, no more
and smut It banishes tie
old time task of blacking
the range.
Picture toe
splendid appearance it
would make in your home.
over

able

■:-

H(|R
yojiB^Hf
HHBp
dust|^^K-

HK

BggK
Ummlg

HBH

Them
to

Whence came the incient Hawaiians
and others of the Polynesian race is
a query which baffled the members of
the
pan-Pacific scientific
congress
when, it was in session at Honolulu
last August, and which is answered
in part by Louis K. Sullivan of the

be constructed of frame.
...

This Glenwood is shown in

are

TRACES ORIGIN OF HAWAIIANS

ture

aius war
American

i

profitable. For every added feature
means special labor,
milhvork, and a

That is why we are showing a picof an excellent example of this
type. In this case the house is built
of concrete blocks, although the same

war

government, S3,000,-

■

Second Floor Plan.

While many people prefer the one
room, so called condensed apartment
of the large apartment buildings in
the cities, and others like the small,
unique and original bungalow brought
from the West Coast a few years ago.
a grea^ many still hold a profound regard for the familiar and ever-popular
square lined, hipped roof home of
many rooms, the home that always
gives the ^impression of bigness, comfort, and substantial security. This
home is found in the large and small
cities, suburbs, small towns, villages
and on the farms. It has its supporters
everywhere and will continue to
be built for many years to come.

,.g

Bargain

Because you save in using it much more than you pay to buy it. It’s the height of
extravagance to keep an old, burned out troublesome range when a modem Glenwood would save from 100 to 500 lbs. of coal in every ton. Just figure the saving
in dollars for one year, and then for five or ten years, and you will quickly see why
it will pay now as never before to trade your old stove for the newest Glenwood.

Hollow Tile and Stucco.

Kidneys

,i tht*

CONSTRUCTION

Museum

American

of

Natural
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oncerns.

to the United States
antities that approxii the world’s total of it
ited States. Gold with
latest report
s at the
seasury totaled S3,00!,:
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eks has declared that he
if it is humanly possible. ;
>ssible.
The United
technical state of war
nd if the extreme is resurrender as well as
two members of our !
nook to take him from
be a part of any peace
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German. He
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was

rule

ho

brick, hollow tile and stucco. There
does not apply to
are no freakish corners, expensive inrman a ways a German
> not
lit his case.
He
novations that tend to increase costs
j>
aped American convict, j which are high enough as it is. In
|
my he secured a forged
fact the contractor can build this kind
which involves Great j
j
of home as reasonably as any. Con'.es to act, though she
crete block is growing in favor Wenations to do so. Howcnuso of its attractive exterior apgovernment chooses to
ible for Bergdoll to espearance and insulating features. The
1 ull sentence in an Amhollow air space prevents extreme
cold from penetrating the walls in
rget and still less apt the winter and likewise stops exces(io so.
The American
I
sive heat from getting in during the
It
this case its own.
j
warm months.
Moreover it is easily
.ergdoll shall not live at
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laid and quickly. This block is smoothr
his escape, defy this
j
faced. The foundation is poured conefused to support, and
j
He will be returned
crete.
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: will get a part of his
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also liable 10 extension
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this home, one that indicates its comto
he
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fortable arrangement is the expansive
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v for his escape.
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while, those who helped
uld not be
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glazed to form a sun parlor. In the
man he.
Any American summer time this glass can be changed
a Bergdoll to flee justice,
for screens and a very comfortable
ms citizenship and to ocThe front door opens
sun porch built.
Herhim.—Washington
into a small reception hall which contains a clothes closet and which opens
*hy recovery is slow.
on one side into the living room and
leads to the stairway going to the sec:** Magazine, N. Y.)
ond floor. The living room is a large
delayed by several unset1 liese include, in about
1
;r importance:
(1) The
liquidation of labor. (2)
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tory, .New York, who has been conducting investigations in the islands
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showing being

railroads under the Eschapprehension over imlevelopments. (3) Tardi"icing prices by numbers of
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,4) Unforeseen delay
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liasers.
(5) Retention of
ales for a period almost
el in our financial annals.
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prices commensurate with
ues iu wholesale prices,
■sa’isfactiou in responsible
burdens and the absence
plan in Washington to
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the confines of
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Zitho came from Serbia
was king of these wanZitho has a son, Ephraim
1
turn has a son, John,
'• the hope of the tribes
a
hospital in Detroit,
uvery from pneumonia.
o<lfather and chieftain has
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come to see him, some
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r
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manding physically, Mr. Sullivan believes, the world lias ever seen.

Daily Telegraph correspondent.
It is now possible to buy at some
shops near the central markets joints
of foxes and polecats, and by way of
variety the flesh of squirrels and
badgers is offered. It seems that these
novelties are prepared fur the table
with

varied

sauces.

The prefect of police is disturbed at
the idea of people eating the flesh of
foxes and polecats, and he has found
it necessary to issue a circular, iu

spacious and cheeiful room, 14 by 16
feet 6 Inches, with a great open brick
fireplace, easily one of the most attractive comforts that can be installed
in the home. On either side of this
fireplace are two small windows providing additional light and ventilation.
Directly in the rear of the living
and joining it by a large open
doorway is the dining room, slightly
smaller in size, 13 by 15 feet 6 inches,
looking out into the rear through a
Another large
large triple window.
double hung window on the side provides additional light.
The dining
room is connected with the kitchen by
small door on one side. In the construction of modern homes the kitchen is considered one of the most important rooms because of its importance to the wife. Unless arranged
efficiently it will cause her a whole
lot of unnecessary work and make
her home life decidedly more difficult
and slavish.
a

On the upper floor are the four bedsmall
cheerful
rooms,
well-lighted
rooms of about equal size and each

containing exceptionally large 'clothes
closets. These bedrooms are grouped
Treat Your Ears

the fingers
should never be used in trying to remove
a foreign substance from
it, for fear that
rough treatment may rupture the ear
drum; As you value your hearing, be

proportionately

or

destroyed by poiis not expected
big trade in the

game.

Natural Inquiry.
There is a certain congressman
who, it appears, is unable to talk for
five minutes, even on an ordinary sub-,
ject, without falling into a funereal
tone.
Now this grates exceedingly1
upon the sensibilities of a colleague.
One day while the first mentioned
statesman was holding forth in his
usual mourning cadence the second
member’s attention was caught by the
Turning to a
melancholy tones.
friend, the second member asked in
a drawling but solemn voice:

“Judge, were you acquainted with
the deceased?”—Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
Perfect Identification.
The French have hit on a new idea
Infor the making of finger-prints.
stead of rubbing the finger-ends with
ink and making impressions on paper,
the X-ray is used. The finger is first
dusted with a fine powder of bismuth,
and then an X-ray picture is taken of
The picture shows not only the
it.
ridged convolutions of the skin texture, but also the terminal bones of
the digit.
Thjpe_ bones are not exactly alike in any two human beings,
and thus identification is made much
easier.

Right

Don’t scratch your ear with anything
smaller than your elbow is an old adage
which the State Department of Health
feels is good advice to everyone. The
ear is a very delicate mechanism and

toothpicks, hairpins

that they run a
of the ani-

some

even

HILDRENS COLDS
Children have very deli-

digestions, easily
disturbed by too much

cate

“dosing.” Treat croup
and colds “externally” by
using—

careful in how you treat

your ears.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR1A

Over 17 Million Jan Utcd Yearly

Call

to-day

and

see

Sheriffs Sale
STATE OF MAINE

Waldo,

ss.

this sixteenth day of April, A. D.
1921 on execution dated March 21, A. D 19k 1
issued on a judgment rendered on the nineteenth day of March, A. D. 1921 by the Superior Court tor the County of Penobscot, in
Taken

the State of Maine, at a term of said Court
begun and held in Bargor, within and for the
said County of Penobscot, on the first Tuesday
of March, A. D. 1921 in favor of Llewellyn W.
Savage of Bangor, in the County of Penobscot, 1
State of Maine, and against Sandy Point Ship

this said westerly line one thousand twenty
and s-ven-tenths (1020 7) feet to the inter
section of said we<=rf.rjy line with the westerly
line of the Robert French R >ad aforesaid at a
stake; thence running north eight (8) degrees
fort> (40) minufes east on the w-tge-i, line of
the Robert French Ro»d ah >ut two hundred
and twenty seven (227) feet to a staKe standing at the ntersection -f said westerly line
with the southerly line of said property conveyed ro -(aid Lillies Staples Emery by Ern st
L. Blanchard and tne place of beginning; containing fifty a» d five hundred twenty one one- i

thousandths' (50.521)

acres

WILLARD
3wl6

building Corporation, a corporation organized
r>y law and having an established \ lace of busi
ness at Stockton Springs, County of Waldo,

I
State of Maine, for tbe sum of One Hundred |
Four and 55 100 Dollars ($104.55) debt or dam !
age and Eleven and 50-100 Dollars ($1150)
costs of suit, and will be sold at public auction
to the highest bidder therefor at the Sandy
Point Shipbuilding Corporation office in said
Stockton Springs on the twenty-fifth day of
May, A, D. 1921 at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
the following described real estate and all the
right, title and interest which the taid Sandy
Point Shipbuilding Corporation had in and to
the same on the twenty-second day of January, A. D. 1921 at two o’clocn and twenty minutes in the afternoon, being the time when the
same was attached on the original writ in the
action wherein the judg ^ent was rendered,
upon which said execution issued, to wit: a
certain lot or parcel of land situated in said
Stockton Springs and bounded and described
as

follows:

at a stake in the westerly line of
the Robert French
so-called, leading to
the Hersey Retreat; said stake standing at
the intersection of the said westerly line of
the Robert French Road, so called, with the
southerly line of property conveyed to illias
Staples Emery by her former name of Lillias
N. Staples by Ernest L. Blanchard, by his deed
dated January 7, 1902, and rec >raed in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Vo). 265, Page 11; thence
running north seventy-three (73) degrees
thirty (30) minutes west and in saic southerly
line < f said property conveyed to said Lillias
Staples Emery by Ernest L. Blanchard two
thousand three hundred and eighty (2,380)
feet to a stake in the corner of the fence;
thence running in a general southerly and
southeasterly direction and on the line of the
old fence six hundred and twenty-four (624)
feet, more or less, to the center of the channel
of the creek; thence running in a general
southerly direction and following the center
of said channel one thousand and thirty-three
(1,033) feet, more or lees, to the mouth of said
creek, at the, junction thereof with the waters
of the Penobscot River or Bay;,thence running
easterly, southeasterly and southerly, by and
along the shore of the said Penobscot River or
Bay four hundred and sixty-four (464) feet,
more or less, to the intersection of said shore
with the present northerly line of property
owned by the First UniverBalist Society, at a

Beginning

Rogd,

granite monument; thence running south
sixty-eight (68) degrees thirty-five (35) minutes east and on said northerly line of property of said First Universalist Society one
and
seven-tenths
hundred seventy-three
(173.7) feet to a tack stake in said line;
thence running north forty-six (46) degrees j
four (4) minutes east on the westerly line of
the property conveyed to Henry Lord, Trustee, by Robert M. Franch as Trustee, by his
deed dated September 27, 1905, and recorded
in said Waldo Registry of Deeds, Vol. 281,
Page 357, five hundred and fifteen (515) feet
to a stake; thence running south forty-nine
(49) degrees east and on the northerly line of
property conveyed by Robert M. French as
above to Henry Lord, Trustee, three hundred
fifty-nine and five-tenths (359.6) feet to a
stake standing in said northerly line and in
the intersection of said northerly line with
the westerly line of the orchard lot and the
cottage lota; thence running north thirtyseven (37) degrees thirty (80) minutea east on

for yourself how arnodernVl
“Makes Cooking Easy”B

Furnishing Co., Belfast

Home

Polecats Become Food.
The spirit of economy caused by the
high prices in Paris is leading people
to eat animals only valued hitherto
for their skins, writes the London

new

First Floor Plan.

■

|Glenwood Range

is that ilie Hawaiian and his Polynesian brothers originally came from
Asia.
The ancient Hawaiian^ were a race
of regal proportions, the most com-

which he points out
grave danger, ’since
mals may have been
son.
After this, it
that there will lie a

room

GYPSY KING.

since the close of the congress.
Bodily, facial and cranial characteristics of the Polvnesian, according to
Mr. Sullivan’s tables, show that lie is
11 parts Mongolian, five parts European, five parts Mongoloid-European
and two parts Mongoloid-Mclanesian.
’flic seemingly unavoidable conclusion

M. BERRY.
Deputy Sheriff

Pal

a

tn

PLACE CARDS
DIRECT FROM CHINA

and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office
AMY L. WILSON.
!
SUE M PARTRIDGE.

China”

Charles R. Coombs

Contributions sent to this paper
will be forwarded to the American
Committee for China Famine Fund
and will be actually saving life within two weeks.

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of trurkFurniture and piano moving a
ug.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

YOU SPEND

ONE DAY TO CHINA.

(Signed)

W. W. BLAZO & SON,

Cut this out and mail with

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Contribution.
The.
to

aid

(Name)

BANGOR LINE

(Address)

STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
Leave Belfast

Dr. A. M.

Saturdays at

Lothrop
27tf
I

ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability,

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Phone 316-3

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30 High Street.

Tel. 320

7.15

Tuesdays, Thursdays arid
a. m. for Bucksport, Winter-

port and Bangor.
Lev ve Bangor 2 p. m., Winterport 2 45 p. m.,
Bucksport 3 30 p. m Belfast 5. p. m for Cam
den, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston on Mondays,Wednesdays and Fridays at 5 p m, Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 a m. for
Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

HCDERN PANTS GO.
Rockland, Maine

We Are Good Buyers
give us a chance
bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell.
Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN MCK.EEN,
tf 17
Belfast. Maine.

to

WANTE D

Telephone connection.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.

I hereby enclose $.
China Famine Victims

WANTED AT

Undertaker

5,000,000 people

WHAT

— ——

Experienced

At 72 Main street, lie!fast.

The critical period of the famine in
China has arrived.
With relief from every source allowed for, 5,000,000 famine victims
are still destitute.
Only continuous and voluminous
aid from America can save these

SEND

■bhubbhi «—g —i

SINCE 1832

Millions Starving
“Pick

HA’iC PAINTED

Bangor.
At

Boston, connection

is made with the
and freight
passenger
steamers for New York via Cape Cod Canal.

Metropolitan Line

YOUNG WOMEN between ages of eighteen and thirty five with High School
education to niter Sl. Barnabas training
school for nurses—3 years’ course—uniforms and text books furnished.
Salary
$10 per month
Apply to
ST. BARNABAS HOSPITAL,
231 Woodfords Street,
6wl7
Portland, Maine.

WANTED
A Second Hand Lawn Roller.
APPLY TO

M. L.

SLUGG, Bel last, Maine.

Dr. M. C. Stephenson
DENTIST!

GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

MINSONIG ItMPLE.

ROOM 3

WANTED

Telephone 223-3

Ageut to introduce THE STAR LOCK.—

WANTED

new invention.
With this lock cars cannot be towed. Steering wheel rigid. Proof
affainBt thieves and joy riders. Extra
big money for. agents.
Only hustlers
need apply. Address,
LOUIS DE LEMOS, Belfast. Maine,
General Agent for New England.
2wl7
9

Second

hand

Kitchen

Range

State price first letter.

Boz

185, Belfast, Maine

It Costs

Mr. Elisha Brown died at his home in

Morrill, April 24th, of Bright’s disease
with complications, aged 64.
He was
born in Knox, April 25, 1857, son of the

Five Cents a Day
$1.50 per month for helpful medical treatment if you take Hood's
Sarsaparilla, iknown in thousands
of homes as’the best reconstrucFor nearly half a centive tonic.
tury this good medicine has stood
in a class by itself in curative powHood’s Sarsapaer and economy.
rilla
gives more for the money
than any other. It tones up the

or

Hood’s
IS

PECULIAR

TO

IN

The News ot Belfast.
Find the 9s and win the prizes offered
Get

the

Flour at the

CO-

LONIAL ANNIVERSARY WEEK?
being made at Chase &

The repairs

appetite,

an
so

as

to

se-

tor you 100 per cent, of the
nutrition in your food.
More than this, it purifies and enriches the blood, eliminates poisonous matter after diphtheria, scarlet
eradicates
fevers,
and
typhoid
scrofula and catarrh, relieves rheumatism, overcomes that tired feeling and makes the weak strong.

cure

EFFICIENCY

AND

ECONOMY.

John Cochran Chapter, 1). A. R., electthe following officers last Monday
evening: Regent, Mrs. Cora J. Bowker,
vice regent, Mrs. Etta Simmons; recording secretary, Mrs. Clara H Seekins;
corresponding secretary, Miss Millie
Mitchell; treasurer, Miss Isabel Ginn;
registrar, Mrs. Lillian M. Pattee; historian, Mrs. Edythe Frost Stevens, Unity;
chaplain, Miss Emeroy Ginn; auditor,
Miss Leverne Whitten; council, Mrs. Ida
W. Mahoney, Miss Amy E. Stoddard,
Miss Lucy A. Cochran.
ed

by the Colonial.
Who Will

whole system, creates
promotes assimilation,

Sarsaparilla

ITSELF

Doak’s jewelry store include a new steel
ceiling.
John R. Dunton and family moved to
their Battery cottage Monday for the
season.

Rev. Carroll Clark of the Wood’s district, West Northport, is seriously ill
with pneumonia.
There will be public dances in Odd Fel1 ows hall May 6th and 13th under the
a uspices of McKeen’s orchestra.
Fred W. Curtis is salesman for Henry
M cCorrison, who has a garage on Bridge
st reet in the rear of the Phoenix House.
The obituaries of Volney Thompson of
M ontville, Mrs. Mary: E. Hall and Mrs.
M ary M. Wood of this! city will be printed in our next issue.
Thomas H. Marshall Circle enjoyed another birthday spread last Tuesday with
All members are rea good attendance.
quested to come prepared to take part in
the program for Mothers’ Day, next

Tuesday.
It will be good news to our readers
•chat the Belfast branch of the Saco ValArthur W. Rondeau,
iev Canning Co
manager, will operate this year on corn
and apples as usual and is also anticipating the pack of string beans.

BROWN.

ELISHA

Only

The observance of the 102 anniversary
of the Independant Order of Odd Fellows
by the members in this city on the evening of April 27th was a very pleasant
affair. The rear hall was filled with tables for all kindsof games cards,billiards,
etc. The Odd Fellows orchestra rendered many selections, which received repeated applause, while vocal solos by
members of the fraternity were heartily
Punch and
encored.
fancy crackers
There was a very large atwere served.
tendance. Sunday, May 1st, was observed as anniversary Sunday, Odd Fellows and Rebekahs joining in attending
the forenoon services in the Methodist
church. Rev. C. W. Martin’s theme was
The Passwords of the World. He presented his subject in a manner that held
the undivided attention of his audience.
The decorations were beautiful, the three
links, lodge banner and flags being used
with good effect, while white drapery
and beautiful flowers, mostly pink and
green, the Rebekah colors, predominating
Mrs. E. P. Frost, a
filled the chancel.
Past Noble Grand, sang “The Task” in a
most effective manner. There was a
large attendance of members, who were
greatly please with the impressive service.

late Charles and Lydia Cushman Brown.
His parents moved to Morrill when he
was a small lad and his residence has always been on the old homestead. In 1899
he married Mias Ruth Glidden Noyes, and
to&them were born two sons, Lester C.
and Erlan N. During his long illness he
was lovingly and tenderly cared for by
his wife and sister, Mrs. Matia Wadlin.
"Lisha” as he was called by old and
young, was a man beloved by all. Always kind and thoughtful, no sacrifice
was ever too great for him to make for
others.
In 1883 he was baptized and
united with the Morrill Baptist church,
being one of its faithful and efficient
members, living the true Christian life
to the end. What greater tribute could
be paid to his life, than that given by a
little boy. when asked what was his ideal
of a Christian man? The answer came
promptly, Lisha Brown. He was an active and faithful worker in the Morrill
Sunday Bchool, being ass:stant superintendent for many years, and superintendent since the death of Dr. Pearson. A
carpenter by trade, we can look about us
and see much of the work of his hands.
He was “a workman that needeth not to
be ashamed.” He was always ready and
willing to do his part and a portion of the
"other fellow’s” in every good work. A
loyal citizen to bis town, serving many
years on the board of selectmen. Truly
a good man has gone to his reward.
He
leaves to mourn their loss, besides tbe
wife and two sons, one brother, Horace
of Lawrence, Mass., one sister, Mrs. Matia Wadlin of Belfast, one step-brother,
Mr. Ira B.
Chandler of New Haven,
Conn., and several nieces and nephews.
Private services were held at his late
home Wednesday at 1 o’clock p. m. and
public services at the Morrill church at 2
o’clock p. m., Rev. Wm. Stetson of Waterville and Rev. Nathan Hunt of Morrill
officiating. Three favorite hymns of the
deceased were sung by the choir. The
flowers from the family and the many
relatives and friends were abundant and
very beautiful, silent testimonials to the
love of all. The bearers were Marion,
Frank and Wilbur Brown, Forrest and
Charles White and Ed. Sheldon, nephews
of the deceased.
Interment ./as in the
village cemetery. The following from out
of town attended the services: Horace
Brown of Lawrence, Mass., Forest White
of Holden Mass., 1. B
Chandler and
wife of New Haven, Conn., and Mrs.
Brown’s brother, Lambert Noyes, of
9
Marlboro, Mass.

Clyde B, Holmes, Jr., assisted by his |
I lie lire alarm was rung in ounuay
.sister Rebecca, entertained 22 of their
little friends Monday afternoon to observe about 3 p. m. from box 25 for a blaze
Musical games and started in the rear of Roscoe Arey’s
h:s fourth birthday.
BROOKS.
dancing were in order and refreshments candy store on High street and also in
shoe
store
and
rear
of
A.
Colburn’s
the
served from gaily appointed tables.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Toner spent the
Harry W. Clark’s clothing store on Main
Rev. Charles W. Martin, Mrs. Arthur street. The fire evidently caught in seme week-end in Bangor.
E. Wilson and Mrs. Harry A. Foster are rubbish, but had worked into the wooden
Miss Louise Pilley spent the week-end
the judges in the preliminary speaking annex of the two Main street stores and with Miss Vera Croxford of Monroe.
contests being held in the High school also into the basement of the Arey store,
Miss Blanche Bickford was the weekthis week when six boys and six girls when it was discovered by Eddie Robin■will be selected for the finals which takes son, clerk in the latter. The fire depart- end guest of Miss Eila Rideout o. Monplace early in June.
ment’s ready response saved the wooden roe.
buildings with little damage. Mr. Clark
Th; Ladies’ Aid will have a supper in
Mrs. Margaret S. Vinall had a very ausays that his stock was only slightly
the church vestry this, Thursday, from
spicious opening last Saturday of her damaged. The Colburn stock in the an- 5 to 6.30
p. m.
Phoebe Candy Kitchen in the Hayford nex was removed before water wa i !
Block on Church street. She will have turned on the
Miss Thelina Morrill visited her grandbuilding. Mr. Arey says
specials on hand at all times and will his stock was not injured. It was a I parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Wildes of
take orders for home functions, etc. It is fortunate
Monroe, several days last week.
escape tor all concerned, as
the only candy kitchen in this vicinity.
the building, known as the Pythian
Pearl Crockett, manager of Crockett’s
has several other tenants, includclothing store, was a business caller in
Miss Mildred M. Slater, secretary of block,
ing the office of the N. E. Tel Co. Sev- Bangor the latter part of last week.
the local Chautauqua committee, has reeral of the nearby stores were also filled
ceived notice that Carl H, Turner, assist- with smoke.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Waning and son
There were two still alarms
ant director, will be in Belfast next MonSunday. At 7 p. m. several of the fire- 1| Leroy were Saturday and Sunday guests
all
contract
to
and
signers
requests
day
of their mother, Mrs. Aflie Crocnett.
men were called to Walter B. Dutch’s
meet him at the Municipal Court room in
residence on Congress street, but the
Memorial building at 7 p. m.
damage was small. Later they were callMiss Belle Keating has returned from a
POORS Mills The Ladies’ Sewing ed to the clothing factory of M. S. Jelli- business trip to Boston.
Tbe fire caught from crossed wires
Circle met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. son.
Lester in the ceiling, but was discovered by Mr.
Underwood.Mrs.
Annabelle
Jellison
and Fred E Ellis, who happened
Wilson returned home from Greenville
Monday morning
:ast Saturday
.Mrs. J. F. Sheldon spent to be in the building.
there was a still alarm for afire in the
a few days last week here calling on tier
lunch car. The
of
the
Stevens’
chimney
old neighbors, returning home Sunday.
Marian Brown, R. N., went to Boston roof and sides of the car were slightly in■
9
Monday after caring for hjer mother who jured.
..

..

has been quite sick, but'is able to be
Mrs. Lena Frost
about the house again.
is stopping with her for a while.Miss
Gladys Bryant of Morrill is at Fred Carter’s.
Mrs. Carter is some better.Mrs.
Maurice W’ood and little Sarah visited
with friends in the city last week.....
Mrs. George Daggett was called to Liberty last Monday on account of the illness of her sister, Mrs. Gordon.Miss
Georgia Daggett celebrated her 13th
birthday by entertaining her school
teacher and schoolmates last Saturday.
A nice treat was served.
She had several presents and post
cards.John
Brown and his sisters and Mrs. Frost attended the funeral of Mr. Thompson of
Montville last Saturday.
9

SPRING

Our Entire Stock of Furniture and Home Furnishings
\(,
Priced on the Basis of New Lowered Manufacturers’

!

KM10ID5
(GRANULES)

E21INDIGESTION
j

Dissolve instantly on tongue,
or in hot or cold water, or
vichy. Try at soda fountain.

on

Comparison of our regular prices with prices of stores offering
discounts will convince you of the low prices our goods are marked.

PRICES HAVE BEEN RE-ADJUSTED ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK To
MEET TODAY’S LOWER MANUFACTURING COSTS

Living Room

ALSO IN TABLET FORM
BY SCOTT

A BOWNE

MAKERS OF

SCOTT’S EMULSION

4 Per Cent Interest

savings

accounts.

10

A SMITH PREMIER in good condition.
H. S. WEBB
Tel. 213-12

Reed

Furniture

Furniture

Cottage

Dining Room

and Por, ;,

Furniture

Furniture
Dinner

Room

Bed

Furniture

Sanitary

AS WELL AS ON

Ware

Bedding

DRAPERIES, RUGS, CARPETS,

WINDOW SHADES AND OTHER HOME FURNISHINGS

EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME
CRAWFORD and GLENWOOD RANGES
VISIT
It will

OUR FURNISHED FLAT
ON SECOND FLOOR

give

you suggestions for arranging the
furniture in your own home.

10 MAIN ST.

Mores
From Coast to Coast

[
_

TROUBLES WERE GETTING
EVERY

Friday and Saturday

COMBINATION
lb.

^

Manager

for Sale
!Typewriter
$15.00

QUICK RELIEF?
MADE

Pays

Cost!

9

BROOKS BRANCH

Christine A. Jones,

OPENING

COFFEE
Regular OCa
Price
NEW CROP

IPkg.
SEEDED RAISINS
Regular QQ-

Price

COMBINATION PRICE

DAY

WORSE

KENNEDY-

SAYS

TANLAC RESTORES HEALTH.

Do You Have to Travr
to See a Real Bath Root

“I’m now enjoying good health for the
first time in years, and don’t hesitate to
give Tanlac credit for setting me right,”
said William G. Kennedy of Togus, Maine,
a veteran of the Spanish American war.
“I suffered terribly from indigestion
and stomach trouble and went to the
hospital several times, but only got a little temporary relief.
My troubles kept
getting worse and at one time I thought
sure I was a goner.
1 had no appetite at
all, and even the little I did eat caused
me awful acute pains.
Gas formed in
such quantities that it pressed around my
heart until my breath was nearly cut off.
The small of my back ached dreadfully
and rheumatism in my arms and shoulders kepi me in constant pain.
I was so
nervous the least little thing annoyed me
I
was
and at night
so restless and miserable 1 could scarcely sleep.
“I started taking Tanlac on the advice
of a friend and it has only taken four bottles of the medicine to rid me entirely of
all my troubles.
Yes, sir, Tanlac has
certainly done the work for me, for 1 now
I eat fine, sleep fine, feel fine and am enjoying the best of health

Many people see a modern bath r
they are traveling and stopping

when

hotels.
The home with a makeshift bath room
or none at all, is not the
place in which v<
ly deserves to live. Why not have the fat
your home for bathing in comfort and com
The spring season is the accepted time
home improvements. Begin in the mos
tant place—make your bath room modern.
We’ll gladly give you ideas and figure;<

your

particular requirements.

WRIGHT & WYLLIE
Phone 109-3

Beaver Street, 3elfast

Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M.
Grant, Sandypoint; A. M. Ross, Lincolnville, and by the leading druggists in
every

SAVE 9°
“Sweet Nut”
MARGARINE
Oh, SO SWEET!

OQfuQ.

Direct Importmq Co.,
10 Main St„ Belfast, Me.
“EVERYTHING

A pipe’s
Seven

joy

a

pal packed

with P. A.!

days

out of every week you’ll get real smoke
and real smoke contentment—if you’ll get close-up

jimmy pipe! Buy one and know that for yourself!
Packed with cool, delightful, fragrant Prince Albert, a
pipe’,s the greatest treat, the happiest and most appetizing smokeslant you ever had handed out!
to

the national joy smoke

$1 Mail Orders

For Sale

theAdaC,rBankrunprty

for
K

Chiropractic

Discharge.

} *» Bankruptcy.

For Stomach Trou!

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District of Maine.

Henry K. Adams of Unity, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, in said District, respectfully represents, that on the 14th
day of March, last past, he was duly adjudged

DAVIS & STURM,

bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating
to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his

Chiropractors, 80 Main Street. Belfast.

property and rights of property, and has

fully complied with
Acts

ail the

requirements

Mondays, Wednesdays and

of said

Fridays,

Prince Albert ie
toppy red
bags, tidy red tins,
handsome pound
and half pound tin

Bold in

humidors and in the

pound crystal glass

humidor with
sponge moistener

top.

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable agAinst his estate under said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 26th day of April, A. D. 1921.
HENRY K. ADAMS. Bankiupt.

District of Maine, Northern Division, ss.
On this 30th day of April, A. D„ 1921, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be
had upon the same on the 10th day of June,
A. D. 1921, before the said Court at Bangor, in
aaid District, Northern Division, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon; and that notice thereof be
published in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in said District, Northern Division, and that all known creditors, and other
said
persons in interest, may appear at the
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
ONE LOWER FLOOR TENEMENT in the Clerk shall send by mail to all known
street.
to
Court
on
Apply
block
creditors copies of-said petition and this orFrye
SARAH F. BRIDGES,
der, addressed to them at their places of resiStockton Springs. dence as stated,
Tel. 21-4
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
<9>
Iwl8*
of the said Court,, and the seal thereof, at
Bangor, in the Northern Division of said District, on the 30th day of April, A. D, 1921.
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
[L. S ]
Deputy Clerk.
If the party who took a valuable book
A
true copy of petition and order thereon.
of Anatomical plates from my office will
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
return tl\e same by parcel post or by
Deputy Clerk.
some other means, no exposure will be
made.
ELMER SMALL, M. D.
tf 18
Dne of best looking and most economical
to run on the market—20 miles to gallon
las. Reason for selling: I intended to do
public car business, but changingmy mind
and having another car did not need this,
Price $1340 f. o. b., Belfast, dealer’s price.
Anyone interested call and see me before
buying. Inquire of
C. W. LANCASTER.
tf 17

FORRENT

Notice of f on 1'
f

WHEREAS.

Caution Notice

Copyright 1921
R. J; Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

by

Winston-Salem,
N. C.

CUTHBERT

Apply at
18tfj

I wish to forbid all persons from harboring or trusting my wife, Beatrice L.
Parsons, as I shall pay no bills contracted
by her after this date.

Lulu V l

a

the County of An
Maine, by her mortgag*
day of April, A. L). lOL'O, .«■
Waldo County Registry
Page 138, conveyed to n
certain parcel of real est;
dom, in the County of W
Maine, bounded and descr
Situated on the north*
County road leading from
and bounded southwestei
formerly of Florence Wei
Busher; northwesterly b\
known as the Lower Keav
land now or formerly of
northeasterly by land now
John P. Downer; southeast'
road leading from Liberty t
ject to the rights of the pul
new road or highway local
of

j
I

!
j

Service
Quick
IS
OUR AIM ON

|

j

Kodak

Finishing

M. A. COOK’S
STUDIO
Hall’s Studio,

Belfast,

Maine.

STOLEN

FOR SALE

M

8 to 11, standard 1

and of the orders of Court touching his

1921 DORTCAR

And, you’ll get the smokesurprise of your life when
you roll up a cigarette with Prince Albert! Such enticing flavor you never did know! And, P. A. stays put because it’s crimp cut—and it’s a cinch to roll! You
try it!

Fringe Albert

on

Bankrupt's Petition
ID

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

a

You can chum#it with a pipe—and you will—once
you know that Prince Albert is free from bite and
parch! (Cut out by our exclusive patented process!)
Why—every puff of P. A. makes you want two more;
every puff hits the bullseye harder and truer than the
last! You can’t resist such delight!

Postage Prepaid

GUARANTEED”

town.

the northwesterly side of
And whereas, the condii;
gage has been broken.
Now therefore, by reason
the condition thereof, 1 clan;

said mortgage.
Dated at Lewiston, Maim
1921.
ADA
3wl8

Are You Interested in

FOR SALE

Drawing?
TRESSA

P. EMERSON, College of Fine
Arts, Syracuse, University 1923, will give lessons in Composition, Still Life, Portrait, and
Sketch, during July and August, at her home
at 13 Pearl Street, to a limited number of
students. Anyone interested is asked to write
to her immediately at Vernon Cottage, 207
University Place, Syracuse, New York.
Find the 9s and win the prizes offered

RASPBERRY PLANTS.
Belfast, Me., May 5, 1921.
NEWELL FARM,
8wl8*
BENJAMIN W. PARSONS. by the Colonial
Citypoint Maine.

Charcoal broiler, foldi. a !'•>
wooden beds and spring,
range, Myers’ force pununess. Cypher’s incubator,
door), chicken coops,
drinking founts, poultry wm

A. G.
4tl8*

Shore Acres,

WCODM
Belfast

h

^

Beginning

tomorrow we offer to all
buyers of made-to-measure clothes
an
EXTRA PAIR of TROUSERS

.9AI

“a^a'n;
Fabrics.

Suits,

from $25.00 up.

BERT L.

DAVIS,

News ot Belfast

iu
v

Find the nines.

family at the Home for Aeed
Women were recently made very happy
with a large lot of beautiful mayllowers
sent by Mrs. C. B. Hoit of Liberty.
I
Rev. Fr. John E. K.ealy of Lewiston
was in Belfast Thursday on his way to

let in the Frye block, apS irah F. Bridges, Stockton
to read what the Home
Company has to say about
They have readjusted prices,

pays

Castine on business in connection with
the building of the Catholic church in
that town.

80 Main

Capt. A. C.

Co. Inc., has all the uewthe market for Victrolas.
him.

knell, commercial photo*
land, advertises to send
s loping and printing.
«

1

slices.

to read the Colonial
for their “R.”

you
.1

ills has farming tools and
thanks published by Mr.
iesTwombly, Mr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Freemii

at

mu

unuit

nuco,

iiuld goods, chicken coops,
for

sweater if returned to

Importing Co.’s advt
olTee and “Sweet Nut.”

.iect
a

iwick olfers

mks is published by
and family.

i

Mjrs.

[■son

has

.an

refrigerator

a

lior j

f the late Elisha Brown
f thanks.

publishes

ar

a

caution

no-

I
and Capt. R. W. Patter- j
ard of thanks.
\
West will return Thursday
Boston with a load of aifThey are at the Square
are

:

'arsons

good ones.
publishes

1
a

cautiolii

at

Newell

oak stolen.
for

nits

sale

Find the 9s.

ries.

Auxiliary of the

Methoi

meet with Mrs. Mary S,
nesday, May 11th.
iiitle daughter of Mr. and
Bay View street, is
ring from a very serious
icuiiiania.
May,

2;

1

R. N., of Augusta, dil'ublic Health Department,
iast Thursday. She was
-rip including visits in
"kson.
I he confetti ball
under the direction of
: for the band benefit, will
evening, May 20th. Mcra will furnish music.
t.'sEFIT.

of Mrs. Hattie Gilman
loceived letters announc:ird of her sister, Mrs.
.1 r.
.nw, both of Worcester,
nt their early life in Keisters of the late Henry D.

r

on

Mr.

and

State
ii.ind—liver or
shoes.
’dv can feel good
feet hurt
If

;i

id to take the

'tip—its no wonu speak
harshly—
uchv and in gent as if the world
'"h of tune.
:l

fit your next
'Ve will guaran-

us

?ive you so much
action and comfort

there will be no
S!lon of‘‘whose
your
"tan
1

in the future.

rV us, please.

Colonial Theatre
TODAY

the Allyn shore for the

Two

WILL ROGERS

Hood Rubber Co.

FRIDAY

son

FRANK MAYO

Frankly, these

SATURDAY

that

rea-

selling these

are so

slight

doubt if they would
ever be
noticed, and the
wearing qualities aren’t
hurt in the least. In fact, we

BUCK JONES
IN

MOONS”

are

The

tory imperfections.

“HITCHIN" POST”

“TWO

we

shoes so much under price
is on account of slight fac-

IN

V

Klaycort

Sport Shoes made by the

“HONEST HUTCH”

that you are on the list of those who
will have a place and a part in all the
good thing? which the Belfast business
We are told
men are providing for you.
by some men that there are no boys in
some of the towns in Waldo county
Wake up and set things going and prove
that you are awake and alive to this
opportunity! Every town in the whole
county should send a delegation and a
report should be sent at once to O. E.
Frost, Belfast, chairman of the general
9
committee.

Ninety-Five

the famous

for

IN

'J

we

guarantee every pair to give

complete'1 'satisfaction
new pair free.

or a

Only 200 pairs,
quickly. Sizes:

step

so

Men’s $2.95

Boys’ $2.45

Winterport, 2 45 p.
m., Belfast, 5 p
m
and Rockland

m., Bucksport, 3.30
m., Camden, 6.15 p.
8 p m. for Boston,
1 he steamer Ransom B. Fuller will
be
placed in commission on the Boston and
Portland line and will leave Portland
luesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8
P m. (Daylight Saving Time.) The Governor Dingley will be withdrawn
from
this line preparatory to
opening the International Line service from Boston
May 23rd. Daylight Saving time will be
in effect for all steamers
leaving Boston,
i he Bangor line steamer
which previousiy left at 5 will leave at 6 p. m.
n

Principal Harry A. Foster of the Belfast
High school lias organized and is coaching
the school’s base bali team with
Smalley,

Don’t fail to hear
these newest dances

Hoffses, c; Parker, ss; Nickerson, If;
inchester, rf; Durham, lb; Bailey, 2b;
Buzzell, 3b; Bowen and Roberts, cf. They

Pi
W

Light wonderful fox trots, some smooth as cream and others with a
vigorous kick; soulful Hue-moon light waltzes, accordion rags; crooning
violins, crazy saxophones, pounding traps and cymbals- whoop-la!
Don't resist. Look at the list and then tell us whether
you’ll take
them all or only a couple.

have played with Brooks High
winning
by a score of 10 to 4, and with Bucksport
Itiioy.
They played Freedom Academy
at Freedom
Monday and won, 6 to 0.
The schedule for the remainder of the
season is in part.
9
May 11—Rockland at Belfast.
May 18—Belfast at Thomasion.
May 23—Belfast at Bucksport.
May 25—Thomaston at Belfast.
May 30—Belfast at Rockland.
June 3—Belfast at Winslow.
June 6—Winslow at Belfast.

In renewing his subscription to The
Journal H. L. Massure, a former Monroe
man, now in Ames, Iowa, gives some interesting bits about the weather and cost
of provisions and land.
He says: “We
had a very mild winter, but April ‘spilled
the beans.’
On the 15th
we
had
quite a heavy rain and the ldth colder
with snow, almost a tilizzard.
Corn is
selling at 38 cents; oats, 28 cents; hogs,
live weight, 7 cents; hay, $15; eggs, 20
cents.
Winter wheat is looking tine.
These prices are hard on the farmers; a
little more than one third the cost of production.
More oats have b en sown
than in any previous year. Not much
land is being sold at present.
Some sales
have been made at $200 and up per acre;
in some sales it has reached $500, when
the improvements were very modern and
the land located near some large city.”

"MY

MAMMY”—Medley Fox Tret
“HUMMING”—Medley Fcx Trot

Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
Victor Double-faced Record, 1S737
“MAKE BELIEVE”—Medley Fox Trot
“SOME LITTLE BIRD”- Medley Fox Trot
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
Victor Doublc-faccd Record. 187-12
“MAZIE”- Fcx Trot
“ANSWER”—Medley Fov Tret
Ah Star T rio and Their Orchestra
\ ictor Double-faced Record, 18738
“WHY DON’T YOU?”—“MARIMBA”—Medle-Fox Trot
“SIREN CF A SOUTHERN SEA”—Medley Fox Trot
All Star i rio and Their Orchestra
Victor Double-faced Record, 35707
KISS A MISS”—Waltz
“ROMANCE”- Waltz

Two young brothers, Henry and
Ray
McGowin, claiming Neponset, Mass., as
their home, were before Judge Clyde R.

Chapman of the Municipal Court. Saturday forenoon on charge of Sheriff Frank
A Littlefield for entering the summer
home of J. H, Gilberte in Lincolnville.
They were found guilty and were sent to
jail to await the action of the Grand Jury
in September.
Sheriff Littlefield through
the assistance of the stage driver from
Lincolnville located the boys on Main
street and after a few questions decided
to arrest them
They protested that they
were
innocent, but on the way to the jail
to
attempted
dispose ol loaded revolvers
which the sheriff located.
He also found
under the cushion of his car
they were
taken in a large screw driver a id a bunch
ol skeleton keys. Later he found
their
diary where they had kept record of five
breaks in Massachusetts and also what
they had stolen. Henry claims to be 22
years old and has with him a
dishonorable discharge from the
Navy. Ray

|

j

eve.

The
Red
Mothers 1 Attention I
Cross implores you to cull out from your
children’s wardrobes any out-grown
clothing or any other strong, whole garments of any kind that may serve to
clothe the millions of fatherless children
in Europe whose pitiable plight, we wno
have not seen it, cannot imagine. The
demand is very urgent. Waldo county,
in addition to 100 layettes, must furnish
240 garments for children ranging all the
If such
way to fourteen years of age
garments can be procured ready made it
several
ladies
will help greatly. Already
have volunteered to be responsible for
Are
from five to ten garments each.
there not many in the county who could
furnish at least one o: two? Many suggestions have been sent showing how old
stockings and socks, underwear, sweaters, and even flour sacks, cretonne curtains, and portierres—in fact, any strong,
clean cloth can be utilized to make good,
It is a great
warm clothing for children.
challenge to ingenuity. Please see what
In the meantime please
you can do.
telephone any member of the committee,
whose names are given below, for information, if you desire it, or let them know
that you will be responsible for a certain
Miss Maude E.
number of garments.
Mathews, chairman Red Cross, Mrs. Es
sie P. Carle, chairman Public Health,
Mrs Clement W. Wescott, Mrs. James
C-. Durham, Mrs Ansel M. Lothrop, Mrs.
9
John R. Dunton.

A Gentleman of

Excellent Taste

Joseph C. Smith's Orchestra

Victor

Step

in

His business is

Double-faced Record, 18739

the

today and hear these lively
NEW VICTOR RECORDS FOR MAY

refreshing

Pure

sparkling

to carry to men,
message of Moxie.

women

and children

Moxie!

which scientifically quenches thirst,
jaded appetite, and tastes good all the

The beverage
tones

WILLIAM L. LUCE. Inc.
14 Main

j

MAINE
9

a

The Moxie Candy Man is only one of the unique and
original methods by which the Moxie Company
sends out the Moxie Message of ioof0 purity and

Street,

BELFAST,

up

year around.

perfection.

g

pfgxlE

Find the 9s.

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

)

Find the 9s.

a

Commencing May 3rd, steamship Camwill leave Bangor on
Tuesdays,
Iliursdays and Saturdays at 2 p. m

Court. He was arrested in Rockland and
it is alleged that he is wanted in Somerset county for the same offence.
He is
alleged to be guilty of passing the folin
Waldo county: Coombs Bros
lowing
Belfast, $15; Oakes Aldus, Belfast, $5;
George Turner, Belfast, $0 10; E. T.
v* hitehouse,
Unity, $1; a SO.10 check
cashed in Freedom and a $10 check in
Burnham. All were drawui on the Lewiston Trust Co.

Find the nines.

the only injury from the fall.
He
very narrow escape from landing
on a large pile of wood and
some lumber
piled near the basement. He had recovered consciousness Sunday and Dr. Small
has hopes of his complete
recovery.
had

den

Louis Tow'ers of Burnham w'as before
Judge Clyde R. Chapman of the Municipal Court Friday charged with passing
worthless checks, was found guiltly and
committed to the county jail to await
the action of the grand jury at the Sep
tember term of the Supreme Judicial

be announced Saturday

brain,

Frank J. Starrett of
have leased the Iones
cottage at the Battery and will occupy it
this summer.
They will be joined in
August by the r son and his wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick Starrett. The engagement of their other son, Henry
Atherton Starrett, was announced last
September to Miss Alma Hocker of Bos
ton, formerly of Philadelphia. The marriage will take place in August at the
Starrett homestead ou High street, where
the groom was born, and as the bride
and her w.bowed mother have no settled
home at trie present time.

Journal in connection with the
celebration of the anniversay of
Black’s New England Theatres announces
the contest of skill in which all the readers of
this paper can participate.
In
brief, in this issue we print a large display of advertisments which readers can
look through to see how many “9s”
they are able to lind. The person finding
the most “9s” of dilferent sizes will win
a prize.
To the person finding the most
“9s” we will give six tickets for any
night during the week of May 9, to the
next highest number four, to the next
number two. Answers can be left at
the box office at the Colonial Theatre.

————--

j
j

Mrs.

returned Saturday i
The following added attractions will be
Cedar street after
winter at the Hazeltine presented at the Colonial Theatre Anniof Court and Franklin
versary week (the week of May 9:> Monms
accompanied by his day will be Ladies’ Night. A box of
B.ia Sprowl, and by his SchrafI chocolates to each of the tirst
Mrs. Myra Mountain. Mrs.
hundred ladies. Tuesday the Metropolitine, who has been in tan Concert Company; W'ednesday a
iss
the past winter, will special prologue will be presented, ThursBelfast home about May day a concert by the Belfast Band; kri
day the Harmony Boys in Twenty Min- j
utes of
Minstrelsy. Saturday will be
Kandall, one of the most Orchestra
Night with McKeen’s Orches- I
n
in Maine in his knowltra.
It will be a week of big times with says he is 17.
1 ry goods business,
has
no advance in
prices. The Journal in j
He i\
Carle’s dry goods connection
Find the nines.
with the big celebration o: I
uisfer will be made July
the anniversary of Black’s New England
|'ie will remain with Mr.
skill
in
of
Theatres announce the contest
he business matters are
|which all the readers of this paper can
r
as circumstances departicipate. In brief, in this issue we |
nial] has learned the bus[print a large display of advertisements
ting, selling goods on the which reiders can look through to see I
Carle has also been prom
(how many “9’s” they are able to lind. j
'S circles for many years.
ll'he person h iding the most “9’s” ot
To the
UilTerent sizes will win a prize
person finding the most “9’s” we will
give six tickets for any night during the
weeK of May 9; to the next highest uum
An- I
her four; to the next number two.
bwers can be left at the box office at the
Have your answers in i
of
Colonial Theatre.
the
Saturday noon, May 7 The result will

....

Dr. Elmer Small was called Saturday
afternoon to No. 28 Bridge street to attend the three-year-old son of Mr and
Mrs. Herbert Elwell. The little fellow
had fallen from the third story window
of what is known as the Moore house
and was suffering from concussion of the

Springfield, Mass.,

on

feeling
S

cottage

The Dickey Rnowlton Real Estate Co.
have sold for Mr. and Mrs. P. D. H. Carter of Portland, formerly of this city,
their Miller street residence to Mr. and
Mrs. Stillman Flood, who are already
occupying ii.

, sure
1

Stephen-

season.

man

e

Akron,

and Mrs. Thomas B. Gregory of
Brooklyn, N. Y., who w'ere recent guests
of the latter’s
brother, City Marshal M.
R. Knowlton, have taken the
son

The Sons of Veterans and Auxiliary
wiil observe Mothers’ Day by attending
services at the Baptist church next Sunday morning. All members are requested to meet at the hall at 10 a. m.

H. A. Peters, who has been in Belfast
several years as foreman of the lasting
the local shoe factory, will leave
Vassalboro, where he expects to
go into business with A. W. Miles, also
for several years a foreman in the finishing room in the factory.
room in
soon for

Boys’ Clubs,
Boys’ Convention.
Boy Scouts and church clubs of all kinds
should at once get busy with their leaders
or the pastor of the church in their town
making arrangements for the convention
to be held at Belfast, June 3-4-5. Boys
of Waldo county, this is the greatest opportunity you have ever had to get for
yourselves a good time and a lot of useful instruction which will help you as
long as you live! Get busy at once talking this over with father, mother, pastor,
leader, and the boy next door to make

Orrin J. Dickey, real estate, has rented through the City National
Bank, the
Marriner-Bowman house on Congress
street to Maurice D.
who
is soon
Towle,
to arrive from California.
Mrs. Fannie Bowden of Saturday Cove
will open Temple
Heights Inn for the
season May 15th.
She made a success of
the work last year and has
brighter prospects for the coming season.

Mr.

big

boy wanted at the Dins- ;

ANNI-

first of the summer homes to be
opened
this season,

1 he

hen house

a

COLONIAL

Mr. and Mrs. Lcuis K. Hirsh of

The Boy Scouts and the Rangers of the
Baptist Sunday school, accompanied by
Rev. George C. Sauer and with Earl
Ness as umpire, played the first of a
scries of base ball games on the Congress
street grounds last Saturday forenoon
Naturally the Scouts won, but the little
Rangers held them down to 29 to 25. It
was some exciting near the close of the
game, when the Rangers led by one point.

i\.

Away at the
VERSARY WEEK.

are

Cnio, were among the arrivals of Saturday morning, coming east to their Little
River residence which will be among the

A flower hunt May first in the vicinity
of Lake Quantabacook resulted in finding blue, white and yellow violets, hcpaticas in pink, white, purple and blue,
bellwort, bush honeysuckle, strawberry
ami blueberry blossoms, dandelions, shad
bush and mayflowers.
The clintonia was
also found with well developed buds.

Shoe Store fit your

"more

Batchelder,

who recently
returned from Boston, where he spent the
winter, has taken a rent in the Vickery
tenement house at the corner of Church
and Bridge streets.
Mrs. Batchelder will
arrive home early in May.

e

see

Why Not Try for the Flour, They

The

f the National Civil Service
Washington, L). C.

rum, chiropractors,
stomach troubles,

by the Colonial.
Divine

NIVERSARY WEEK.

M. A. Cook’s opening of the studio in
the Mixer block last Saturday was very
successful. There was a large attendance
and all noted the improvements made by
his rearrangements of furniture, renovations, etc. He was assisted during the
day by Ira F. Lindsay of Manchester, N.
H., a representative for the Eastman
Kodac Co. Mr. Lindsay was the guest
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Townsend.

100

Find the 9s and win the
prizes offered

Find the 9s.

Ralph H. Howes has had his residence
on Church street most attractively painted in Colonial yellow and brown tones

A DVERTISEMEN TS

W

buys

to Give Away a Barrel of
Flour at the COLONIAL THEATRE AN-

complete

with two pairs of trousers,

The store where your little old dollar
cents worth.

by the Colonial.
They’re Going

The Central Maine Power Company are
extending their service from Shore Acres
to Saturday Cove and will have the work
about June 20th.

The regular price
per suit is the lowest in town—
with the extra trousers it
ogives you a wonderful
Come in and look over our Special List

of

Find the 9s and win the prizes offered

The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will be held Friday night,
when the degree will be conferred.

does the rest"it tastes}
so good and IS so good

FEATURING THIS WEEK

Silk and Georgette Dresses
FOR STREET AND EVENING WEAR

In this lot

are Silk, Satin,
Charmuse, Taffeta, Georgette and Canton Crepes
season’s most popular shades, prominent of which are the beautiful
Gray Georgette and African Brown Canton Crepes. These gowns should
be seen and tried on to be
appreciated. Priced
to
in

the

$18.50

$35.50

New Lot Gingham Dresses in attractive
plaids with long tie

sash, many with lace collars and fronts,
values at $4.45.

some

short sleeves.

back
Wonderful
_

Just the

Tie
thing to

showing. They

Sweaters
wear

cost

with

one

of

in

Black, Navy, Brown and Light Blue.
the many plaid skirts that this store is

$3.25.

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY. Coats,

priced at just what

you want to pay.

Truly

The Davis

Let

us

all kinds and

show you.

Notice of Dissolution cf

Copartnership
Henry C. McCorrison, Percy S. Thomp
son and Earl H. Robbins, copartners, doing

shades,

yours,

Sample Shop, High St., Next Colonial Theatre
Phone:249-3

Ask Your Jobber About
The Famous Moxie Candy Man

9

business at Belfast under the firm name
and Style of Waido County Motors
otn
pany, give notice that they have this daydissolved said copartnership.
Henry C. McCorrison, one of the p>rtners, will continue with the business un
der the same firm name lie has assumed
all partnership bills and liabilities, all
persons owing said firm are requested to
make payment to him.
Dated at Belfast, Me., this 30th day of
April, 1921.
PERCY S THOMPSON.
EARL H. ROBBINS,
18
HENRY C. MCCORRISON

Wanted, Male or Female
Young men, women, over 17, for Postal
Miii Service $120 mouth. Examinations
May
Experience unnecessary. For free
particulars of instruction, write R. Terry,
(former Civil Service examiner) 806 Continent I Bldg., Washington, D. C.
2tl8*

AMATEUR

Developing and Finishing
OF QUALITY.
Send for sample photo and price list; get
ready for summer.
E ALTON BICKN ELL,
Room 403, 39 Exchange Street,
4wl8
Portland, Maine.

An

TERRIBLE CASE

Appeal

“MAN WANTED.”

for Our Public

Wanted—A man for hard work and
rapid promotion; a man who can find
things to be done without the help of a
manager and three assistants.
“A man who gets to work on time in
the morning and does not imperil the
lives of others in an attempt to be first
out of the ofTice at night.
“A mao who is neat in appearance and
does not sulk for an hour’s overtime in
emegrencies.
“A man who listens carefully when he
is spoken to and asks only enough questions to insure the accurate carrying out
of instructions.
“A man who moves quickly and makes
as little noise as possible about it.
"A man who looks you straight in the

Throughout

OFjCZElA

Prominent Veterinary of Dover
Suffered Tortures for
Twelve Years
1

“FRUIT-A-TIVEltW'Sootha Salva"
Finally

Brought Relief

Dover, N. H.
j
“In 1906, I began to be troubled
with Eczema. It started on my face
and gradually spread. The second
summer, I was so badly afflicted I
had to lay off work. I would keep
my hands tied up at night to prevent
digging into my flesh while asleep.
I spent hundreds of dollars in seeking
relief. I would go for several months
without trouble and then the Eczema
would break out again and I would
be in for a siege !of suffering. My
the knuckles,
hands, especially
would be so
pufijod and swollen I
could not do any obstetrical work

across

or

operations.

j

It was about three months ago I
chanced to read 'an ad. of Truita-tives’ about a person being cured
of AYeepiug
by using this

remedy

and

Eczepa

‘Sootlja

Salva’. I

bought

both and in about-a week, noticed an
improvement. I have now used two
boxes of Truit-a tires’ and one of
‘Sootha Salva’ and am entirely free
of Eczema. My flesh is clear and
smooth and I am that gratified with
the result that I cannot proclaim too
loudly the merits of these remedies”.

the country, teachers are
now being selected and salaries fixed for
the coming year. Hundreds of thousands
of public school teachers will be employed during the next few weeks. In recognition of the momentous importance of
this tact, the National Education Association has given out the following appeal to school boards and citizens:
This is no time lor extravagance in
governmental expenditures. Appropria
tions should be carefully scrutinized and
all unnecessary items eliminated. The
times demand the application of the best
business principles in the conductor public affairs.
However, there can be no retrenchment in the support of education. Money
wisely expended for this purpose is an
investment in citizenship and an insurance against the revolutionary conditions
which exist in countries whose peoples
are ignorant and illiterate.
Our free public school system is an integral part of our free government, essential to its life and prosperity. The
only secure foundation for democracy is
an enlightened and intelligent electorate.
A government of the people a-'d by the
people can lie no better and no stronger
than the composite citizenship of which
it is constituted.
This fact was recognized by the farseeing statesmen who founded this Nation.
William Penn declared that the
only' way to preserve free government
| was by the education of all its citizens,
“for which,” s id he, “spare no cost, for
| by such parsimony all that is saved is
; lost.”
W asliington urged his countrymen “to* promote as objects of primary
importance institutions for the general
diffusion of knowledge.”
Jefferson,
Adams and Madison taught that the education of ail the people furnishes the
greatest safeguard for our free institutions.

country today
competent, well-qualified teachers to

old

as

his organs; he

vigorous and healthy at

PKObAii

law, formerly the Carleton cottage,

In

Estate of Martin L. Mitchell, late of Belfast. First an-i final account presented for allowance by Carrie W. Mitchell, executrix.
Estate of Clara B. Rogers, late of Belfast,
hirst ard final recount preset ted for allowance by Valorus A.
Simmons, executor.
Estate of Clif on Whittum, late of Searsport. First and final account presented for allowance by Marion W. Hughes,
administra*
trix.

Charles C. Marden, late of Swanvilie, deWill and petition for prohate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to Lewis
F. Marden, he being the executor named
therein and presents said petition
Application that no bond be required from said executor ia contained in the petition for probate

Es! ate of Carrie M Chase, late of Winterrt
First account presented fur allowance
by Mary E. Banghart, executrix.

p«

Estate of George M. Roberts, late of Frankfr t,
First and final account presented for
allowance by Dorothy M. Roberts, administratrix

thereof.

E. Hetman, late of Northport, deWill and petition for probate thereof
that letters testamentary issue to Lelia
F. Kotman, she being the executrix named
therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond De required from said executrix is contained in the petition for probate
thereof.
William

ceased.

Estate of Laura J Ricker, late of Monroe.
First ard finai account presented for allowance
by George A. Palmer, executor.

and

Estate of Ella R. Lit coin, late of Monroe.
final account, presented for allowance by George A. Palmer, executor.
uaniei »*. c/ouge, laie oi
rreeaom, otceas
Estate of Adah H. Knowiton, late of Belj
\V iil arid petition for probate thereof and
ed.
j fast. First and final account presented for althat letters testamentary issue to Alice T.
lowance by Marcellus R. Knowito n
executor,
Dodge, she being the executrix named therein
Eoli.ie of Royal W. Warren, late of
and presents said petition.
Application that j hirst ar,d final account presented tor Belfast,
allowance
no bond be required
fn m said executrix is
D Snuthworth, executor.
contained in the petition for probate thereof. by Ralph
Estate of Fred k. Spratt, late of Palermo,
Augustus F. Hahn, late of Lincolnville, de- Petition of 1 siel!a 1‘. Spratl, widow, that an
ceased.
Petition that Eliza C. Hahn or some i adowar.ee may he made to her out of the
perother suitable person may be appointed adsonal estate ol said deceased.
ministrator of said estate. Application that
bond be required from said administrator is
contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Petition presented by said Eliza C. Hahn,
widow and heir-at-law of said estate.

Estate of
Petition of

no

Estate of Silas A. Bowuen, late of NorthLemley,
Searsport, de- ( port. Petition of Henrietta
Bowden that an
ceased. Petition that Minnie A. Bullard or aiowance
her cut of the permay be* made t
some other suitable person may be appointed
sonal estate ol sale deceased.
administrator of saiu estate. Petition preOtis B. Patterson, rlate of Swar.ville. desented by said Minnie A. Bullard, niece and
Co £cd.
V\ i anti petition for probate thereof
heir-at-law of said estate!
and that letters testamentary issue to Lulu N
Sophia M. Lowell, late of Liberty, deceased.
Patterson, she being the executrix named
Petition that Gustbvus H. Cargill or some
therein and presents said petition.
Applicaother suitable person may be appointed adtion that no bond be required from said ex euministrator of said estate. Petition presented
trix is contained in tue petition for
probate
by Delia S. Morse, sister and heir-at-law of thereof.
said estate.
William L. Hall, late of Belfast, deceased.
Mary E Smith, late of Searsport, deceased. Will and
for probate thereof and that
Petition that Fred B. Smith or some other letters petition
testamentary issue to Mary E. Hall,
suitable person may be appointed administrashe being the exteutrix named therein. Aptor of said estate. Petition presented by Fred
plication that no bond be required from said
B Smith, son and heir-at law of said estate.
executrix is contained in the petition for proApplication that no bond be required from bate thereof. Petition
presented by Donald
said administrator is contain d in the petition
S. Hall, son and heir-at-law.
for probate thereof.
Robert P. Smart, late of Monroe, deceased.
William H. Blake, late cf Freedom, deceasWill and
for probate thereof and that
ed. Petition that Charles P. Hutcbins or some letters petition
testamentary issue to Mabel M, Smart,
other suitable person may be appointed adshe being the executrix named therein. Apministrator of said estate. Petition presented
plication that no bond be required from said
by Nellie K. Blake, widow and heir-at-law
executrix is contained in the petition for prosaid estate.
bate thereof. Said petition being presented by
Arnold tt. Liavis. late or freedom, deceased.
Edgar S, Smart, a son, and Beulah S. Smart, a
Petition that Annie S. Davis or some other daughter, of said deceased.
suitable person may be appointed administraestate oi r.oen u.
Har.Didge, late of IsiesPetition presented by
tor of said estaie.
boro. First bnd final account presented for
Annie S. Davis, widow end heir-at-law of said
allowance by Ivy L. Babbidge, administratrix.
estate.
Estate of James P. Walker, late of SearsEdward F, Bridges, late of Montville, deFirst account presented for allowance
port.
ceased. Petition that Percy E Benner or some
Alice P. Walker, executrix.
other suitable person may be appointed ad- by
Estate of Caroline Estelle Lawrence, late of
ministrator of said estate- Petition presented
by Rhoda A. Benner, siBter and heir-at-law of Groton, in the Commonwealth of MassachuPetition of James Lawrence and Richsetts,
said estate.
ard Lawrence, executors, for determination of
Harriet L. Noyes, late of Belfast, deceased.
collateral inheritance tax.
Petition that Stacy J. Noyes or s< m<? other
Estate of James P, Walker, late of Searssuitable person may be appointed administrator of said estate.
Petition presented by port. Petition of Alice P. Walker, executrix,
James F. Noyes, widower and heir-at-law of tor determination of collateral inheritance
tax.
said estate.
late of

Estate of Dora F. Thayer, late of Swanviile.
First and finsl account presented for allowby Charles M Thayer, administrator.
Rowena Clay, late of Troy, deceased. Will

Dennis M. Chandler, late of Burnham, deceased.
Petition that Annie L. Chandler or
some other suitable person may be appointed
administrator of said estate. Petition presented by said Annie L. Chandler, widow and
heir-at-law of said estate.

Tea & Coffee Co.
219 State

|

Edwin S. Curtis, late of Monroe.
Etta R. Curtis, widow, that an al-

low'ai.ee may be made to her out ot the personal estate of said deceased.

ance

and petition for probate thereof and that letters testamentary issue to Bertha F. H. Williston, she being the executrix n.med therein

tate.

Cry

Street, Eoaton

!
I

The Kind You Have

■

and presents said petition.
Estate of George H. Erskine, late of Morrill.
First account presented for allowance by Sylvia Erskine, executor.
-'-Bertha H. Sampson, late of Freedom, deceased. Petition of C. W. Wescott of Belfast
that he or some other suitable person may be
appointed administrator of said estate. Petition presented by said C. W. Wescott at the
request of the heirs-at-law of said estate.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original. Attest:
CKAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

Notice is hereby given that the following
appointments have been made by the Probate
in
late
of
the
Lawrin Greer,
Somerville,
Court, within and for the County of Waldo
County of Middlesex, Commonwealth of Mas- and State of Maine:
sachusetts.
Authenticated copy of will end
Estate of Willis E. Hamilton, late of Bel
petition that the same may be allowed, filed fast. Mary E. Hamilton appointed executrix
and recorded in the Probate Court for Waldo
April 12, A. D. 1921.
County and that letters testsmentary issue to
Estate of Elizabeth Howe, late of W’interAlice E. Greer and John F. Tomtohrde, the port. Edmund A. Howe appointed executoi
And that the said April 12. A. D. 1921.
executors named therein.
Alice E. Greer may 6erve without any surety
Estate of Walter B. Knight, late of Unity
on her bond in accordance with the request of
Marcia A. Knight appointed administratrix
said testator as expressed in said will is con- April 12. A. D. 1921.
tained in said petition which is presented by
Estate of Delia M. Lowe, late of Searsport.
6aid Alice E. Greer.
Myron F. Parker appointed administrator
of
late
Burnham,
deceased.
April 12, A. D. 1921.
Lyman Winn,
Estate of Mary M. Folsam, late of Belfast.
Petition of Henry C. Winn and Richard T.
Winn, administrators of said estate, that it M. Ella Folsom appointed administratrix April
are
entitled
who
to
said
idetermined
12, A. D. 1921.
may be
Estate of Lincoln N. Gilkey, late of lslesestate and their respective shares therein and
that an order and decree may be made to dis- boro Gladys F. Gilkey appointed administratribute said estate among those who are en- trix April 12. A. D. 1921.
Estate ot John A. McKeen, late of Knox.
titled to receive the same.
Lizzie A. McKeen appointed administratrix
Estate of William H. Cair, late of Unity.
April 12, A. D. 1921.
Petition of Alice C. Carr, administratrix that
Estate of Ada F. Bradstreet, late of Freeahe may be licensed to sell and convey at pub- dom. Reta M. Bradstreet
appointed adminis
lic or private sale certain real estate situated tratrix
April 12, A. D. 1921.
in Unity, in said County of Waldo, belonging
Estate of Ira F. Pendleton, late of Frankto said deceased and described in said petition.
fort. Evie K. Pendleton of Walpole, Maeaalate
of
Northcbusetts,
appointed administratrix in the State
Estate of Charles N. Dicker,
D. 1921. George Ward
port. First.and final account presented for of Maine April 12, A.
of Frankfort duly appointed agent.
allowance by Orrin J. Dickey, administrator*
Dated at Belfast, in said County, this 19th
Estate of Jane S. lfitcbell, late of Troy.
of April, A. D. 192L
First and final account presented for allowance day
CHAS. & JOHNSON, Regiaer.
by Octaaia Mitchell, administratrix.

Always Bought

THE OFNTAUR COMPANY.

N F W

YORK C

ITV.

MAINE TRAINING CAMP aT
CAMP

DLVEN'S,

NOTICE

AUG. 1

The locations and opening dates of the
A special meeting of the sto i
citizens’ military training camps to be
of the Pythian Building Asm■,
held this summer, the States from which
! he held at the store of Ral|,!. I
each will draw its candidates and the
worth Company, in Belfast, V
corps area headquarters to which applications had been sent were announced by Thursday, May 12, 1921, at tv.
and thirty minutes in the all
the War department. The New England
see if the stockholders will ame
district follows:
IV of the by-laws, so that the 1
Camp Devens, Mass., Aug. 1, Maine,
of said article will read
New Hampshire Vermont, Massachu- graph
The officers shall consist of a
setts, Rhode Island and Connecticut. live
directors, a president elec
First Corps Area, Boston, Mass.
hoard irom their own number
The camps will be of the so called
to he elected ty the board of
Plattsburg type, olfering free military and a clerk
who shall also be •
training for 30 days to physically lit citihoard of directors to he elci :•
zens between the ages of 16 and 35.
Canstockholders at their annual nu
didates will be drawn from all parts of
3wl7
RALPH II. HOWES, I
the country. Quotas, based on population, will be alloted to states and com-

munities.

First and

■

WEES TER- THOMAS

always

In Use For Over 30 Years

That Mary Jane, the
Department’s
hospital doll, who is now touring Maine
in the interests of better babies and
their
proper care, is available to anyone for
demonstration purposes as to how to
bathe and clothe an infant.
Make use of
her in your town.
Also make use of the Health
Department stereopticon lectures,
consisting of
fifty slides each on such subjects as child
welfare, baby care, etc., are at your service.

thereof. Petition presented by Caroline E.
Knowles, widow and heir-at-law of said es-

!

aids

eletn"

DOIN’r FORGET

ceased,

its

CASTORIA

GENUINE

opinion of Prof. II
P.
Sweetser, head of the depariment of hor*
ticuiture at the University of Maine
He
has just received a letter from a
big fruit
farm at Waynesboro,
Va., asking if he
knows any orchardists in Maine
who
would like to Iiire some expert fruit men
this summer.

Martha A. Hagerty, late of Unity, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Walter M. Clifford, he being the • xecutor named tht rein
and presents said petition. Application that
no bond be required from said executor is con
tained in the petition for probate thereof,

i

Bowels,

the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

This is the

Orzilla B Cookson, late of Unity, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof ai d that
letters testamentary issue to Ada M. Smith,
she being the executrix named theiein ai d
presents said petition. Application that no
bond be r*quired from said executrix is con
tained in the petition for probat*, thereof.

is rich in flavor

Constipation,“Flatulency

view

March, it behooves Maine farmers to
give especial care to
spraying their trees
and grading and marketing their
apples,
for high quality fruit is
likely to bring
good prices next fall

see cause.

Addie V. Robinson, late of Belfast, decessed
Will and petition for probate thereof and
that administration on said estate with the
will annexed be granted to Charles A. Rogers
of Searsport or some other suitable person.
Said deceased having omitted to name an
Said petition is
executor in her said will.
presented by Ida E. Msxcy, who is interested
as a legatee under said will.

infancy'

^now n0 one t0 deceive you in (
“

What is CASTORIA

of the reports of great
damage
to orchards of the South and
Middle
West, due to the freeze the last week in

mm

S.0nal

under his Pe,

suPervision Biace its

„
Castoria
is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric
Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It contain'
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance, o
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it ;■
been in constant use for the relief of
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and

APPLES TO BE SCARCE.

m3

and has been made

/-C66C444Z

n

zu

Always Bought, and which has been
thirty years, has borne the signature of

over

Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good ” are w
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment

and to Beltast.

£3

for

All

to keep an ordinary clay road in shape
with the frost coming out and so much
rain.
A State road is badly needed between Brown’s Corner and Little River

^
§3

use

r--

The roads have been in bad shape after
heavy rains. It is impossible

thereupon

Ask your grocer
for coffee that

in

the recent

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in end
for the t < unty of Waldo, on the second Tuesof April in the year of our L *rd one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one, The
following matters having been presented for
the action
hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby oroered, that notice thereof he given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before the second
Tuesday of May, A. L), 1921, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1921, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

fflh

The Kind You Have

ing spent the last three months here with
his grandparents.

day

M.

Fletcher’s^

this

Mrs. Effie Morris, accompanied by her
nephew, Sidney Mendall, left Saturday
for Augusta. They have been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. M. D.
Mendall, Sidney hav-

To all persons interested in either ot the
estates hereinafter named:

Emma

Children Cry for

summer.

AROOSTOOK.

You’Jl’enjoy
goodness!

Whiting has been quite sick
prevailing grip cold

Mrs. Charles
Mahoney, Jr., arrived
from Kockland Saturday to
join her husband. They expect to occupy the Green-

George W. Knowles, late of Winterport, deceased.
Petition that Frank C. Knowl s or
some other suitable person may be appointed bdmini8trator of said estate. Application
that no bond be required from said administrator is contained in the petition for probate

Tuberculosis is curable. It is not inherited but it is infectious.
These three
facts should be known by every citizen
of Maine, says the State Department of
Health. Two of them hold a decided
message of hope while the third, namely
that tuberculosi
is infectious, should
sound a needed word of warning to patients suffering with the dise ise to take
care that they do not spread it to family
or friends
These facts form the basis
of an intelligent campaign against the
"
“white plague.

CASTORIA

as

miintolI

IMMIGRATION

Children

as

is a Ho me Protector
against
Iiitiu*nza,
Chest Colds, Iieud.
Colds, Croup and
Bronchitis.
M1MTOL
relieves
all congestion,

Army.

According to the census there were in
the United States in 1920 over eight hundred thousand less Germans than were
here in 1910.
The total population of
foreigners in this country, foreign born,
in 1920 was 13,708,987, an increase of 2.6
Of these Asia conper cent over 1910.
tributed 110,586.
We had here Italians
to the number of 1,607,458 and
they are
shown to oe on the whole a very desirable
element.
Russia hid here 1,398,999,
mainly Jewish. We had of Irish born 1,035,680, some of whom doubtless believe
the other hundred and four million of us
should turn to and free Ireland.
This
?
How’s
But
there were more here who were born in
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
Great Britain, the number being 1,333,for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
967, some of whom are radically opposed
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Meaicine.
to our freeing Ireland.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine has been taken
Although the increase of 2.6 per cent
by catarrh sufferers for the past thirty- of foreign born as
compared with the infive years, and has become known as the crease of
14.9 per cent for the previous
most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall’s'
decade seems to suggest no menace or to
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on call
for restrictions to our immigration
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the Poison
we must not lose sight of the fact that
from the Blood and healing the diseased
conditions last year were not what they
portions.
are this; that opportunity had not been
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh
afforded for the influx now threatening.
Medicine for a short time you will see a In that decade of
small increase many
great improvement in your general hea 1th.
foreigners had gone home to fight, many
Start taking Hall’s Catarrh Medicine at since 1914 had been
for the same reason
once and get rid of catarrh.
Send for
prevented from coming here.
In Ireland
testimonials, free.
had
prosperity
kept many at home.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
no comparison may be made and
Really
Sold by all Druggists, 7-5c.
even a two per cent increase is not desirable at this time when several million of
A bit of good news for the people of our own people are out of
employment.
Winthrop is that C. M. Bailey Sons & —Bangor Commercial.
Co. have decided to rebuild their manufacturing plant here at the village and
work will be commenced on the building
at once.
It is understood that a cement
FOR FLETCHER'S
structure about 400 feet lpng and 200
feet wide, two stories, will be erected.

is

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles
since 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates
vital organs. All druggists, thjee sizes.
boa

is
tram the future citizens of the Nation.
We must get rid of the incompetent and
unprepared in our public schools. The
E. X. OLZEXDAM, D. V. M.
schools of tomorrow should be taught
only by the best, and the profession of
Potli remedies are sold at 50c. a
teaching must be made so inviting that LEGION MEM W.iNT F. M. FIRE!'
box, G for $2.50. At all dealers or
it will attract and hold the best.
Any
sent postpaid by FRUIT-A-TIYES
reduction in the salaries of teachers or
Lincoln (Neb.) Post Takes Exceptions
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
any failure properly to appreciate the
to Government Official's Demand
importance of education will turn from
for Use of German.
the teaching profession these young men
Over There and Here
and women now preparing for their
life’s work who should be secured for
A resolution requesting the governMr. Charles M. Scjhwab of the U. S. this most
important iield of public ser- ment to relieve Henry C. .Tturns, postSteel Corporation, recently returned from ! vice.
master or' Emerald, Neb., from bis ofLet us cut down expenditures for luxan observation trip to
Europe. The fol- uries.
fice was passed by Lincoln (Neb.)
Let us reduce
appropriations
lowing is an extract from an address to wherever it
Lost No. 3 of the American Legion, as
can be dene with safety, but i
the Chamber of Commerce of the State for the
perpetuity of those ideals and j a result of the postmaster’s efforts to
of New York a week ago today:
principles which are nearest to the hearts supplant the American language by
“Germany today can put a ton of steei of the American people, there can be no [ the German language in a church of
in England at a price $20 a ton cheaper ; Dackward step in the development of a
Emerald.
than England can make it,” he
intelligent, patriotic citizenry, j
The trouble started when the pastor
said, j strong,whom
must
the
“and is selling pneumatic tools in De- upon
depend
preservaof the church invited two Legion memtiou
of
!
the
which
for
we
have
things
troit, where formerly we shipped such
bers to deliver patriotic addresses in
machinery to Germany and sold it cheap- made sucli sacrifice in blood and treasure,
When the speakers api The hope of America is in her free public j the church.
er than she could make it.
“The difference is solely a matter of schools. To elevate their standards and j peared. Jarms objected to their prespromote their efficiency should be the
labor costs.
ence and called for a vote of the conpurpose ot every American statesman
ii. is caumaieu
mat r.ve million men
gregation to decide whether they
and citizen.
are out of work in this
country. It is
should be ousted.
It was the will of
accordingly of supreriie importance to
the majority that the Legionnaires
the working man as well as to the
The
Salvation
capishould not be heard.
After the vote,
talist to restore our prosperity.
the Legion members quietly left the
Never before was the need for
of
The
art
not
tire
prodremaking souls is
chur<:!.
ucts so great, never was such
valuable only kind of reconstrucion work which is
producing machinery and facility avail- being carried on in all the principal citTiie pastor, whose invitation to the
able, never before was there so much ies of the United Stales and particularly Legion men was made in an endeavor
that needed to be done.
in New England by the Salvation Army.
to conciliate
the
pro-German and
1 have iusi returned from
To prove this one has but to visit one I American elements of his church in
Europe and
1 came with renewed admiration for the
of the Industrial Homes and stores that ;
their controversy over (lie use of the
courage, the enterprise and the determi- are operated by the Army. There one
;
nation displayed in
Italy, Belgium, France will find all sorts of articles for sale, American or German language, then
and Lngiand.
Germany was ahead of all 1 irom Susie’s last year’s hat to father’s took the floor mid expressed his surof them in production.
old suit, all lixed up, remade, ready for ! prise at the turn of events and left
“Is it possible that after
having won additional wear again, and all being sold the meeting.
the war, we ol the ailied
nations, with at prices which seem impossible.
In commendation of the patience of
everything in our hands, will allow GerAt the Salvation Armv stores in Bosthe American Legion members a Linmany to win the peace through the
ton, men’s coats sell from 35 cents to $1 |
ellorts of her labor?
and there is an endless variety. Suits ! coln newspaper expresses the followLabor on the whole can be paid only that are torn too
badly to be repaired are ing sentiment in its editorial colwhat labor as a whole earns and if some in constant
demand, for the wife whose umns :
sections of labor exact more than their husband has
only a moderate salary, can
“The policy of the Legion to send
share of the current produce of ti e
world, pick up a suit or two for a dollar, and speakers to address meetings on inother sections are going to sulTer.
I un- then Jimmie, Willie and Fred can all
vitation only and to teach Americanderstand that our railroads today
have fresh clothes made from the materpay to
ism by example rather than by force,
labor over 60 cents out of
every dollar ial.
received. The labor cost of
The
making a ton
“No goods sold to dealers” is the sign has everything to commend it.
of steel today is 85 cents out of each dolsmall groups of imassimilated for*
that is prominently displayed, for these
lar of total cost.
institutions, like all the others, are con- eigners in this country can readily be
“Labor costs underlie our railroad diffi- ducted solely in the interest of the poor. curdled into
compact masses by hate.
culty. They are the cause of excessive Frequently a business firm will phone to On the
other hand, they can be disrailroad rates. We formerly sold pig iron the officer in
charge and tell him that a solved in time by patience and friendat a profit at about $14 a ton. Today the
job lot of hats can Oe had if he cares to
The American Legion is honorship.
total freight rates involved in making a come and haul
them away. True, they
ton of pig iron are more than $14.
ing the name it hears when it adopts
are generally last season’s hats, but the
“But tiie railroads cannot give service thrifty wife can
buy a new hat for a the latter course.”
even at present rates with their
existing quarter and then with her own needle
costs.
make it over till it looks like a 1921 model.
“Railroad costs must come down and
Books of every kind, detective stories
In Harmony With Legion.
it is in the interest of national
prosperity as well as the works of standard authors,
Following an address by Robert A.
that our government, acting through the fill the shelves.
They are all sold from a LaRoux, national field organizer of the
labor board and every other agency shall nickel
up.
Many of them are shipped diAmerican Legion before a joint session
reduce radroad wages and bring costs rect from the stores
to the Army Hotels.
down to a iiviug point
of both houses of the Nevada legisIn a shipment sent away a few days ago,
“The same situation confronts our were works
lature, C. \V. Farrington, state organby Conan Doyle, Charles
merchant marine.
In operating, building
Sir Walter Scott, Alexander
izer for the American Federation of
Dickens,
and repairing ships, labor costs are
hope- Dumas, Richard Harding Davis, O.
Labor in Nevada, and a number of
lessly high. That this is true, is shown Henry, and
others, whose writings men union members of the bodies stated
by tbe millions of tons of shipping now love to read.
that they were in harmony with the
lying idle, the great number of shipyards
As to the class of people who patronwith no work to do and the hundreds of ize the
Legion’s policies and that their orSalvation Army stores, they come
thousands of idle shipping and shipbuild- from all
ganization stood with the Legion In
parts of the poorer districts of
ing men.
Its fight against radicalism.
the cities.
Many families depend upon
“Insofar as our people in America are the store to
replenish their supply of
prepared to go to work at reasonable clothing in these
days of high prices and
wages, insofar as we are .prepared quick- the store is a veritable Godsend to the
ly to abandon the artificial! extravagances breadwinner of a
family who has five or
of the war, will we iaylthe foundations six
hungry little mouths to fill and who
for a new prosperity sur\h as we have finds
his weekly envelope barely sufficinever enjoyed before.
ent to pay the rent and grocery bill.
If
“This is the route through which not persons are
worthy, in many cases artiAmerica
merely
but the peoples of our cles are furnished free of
charge, lor
allies can find their way out and triumph there are
very few fixed prices, the cusin peace as they did in war.”
tomers only pay what the can afford.
Tuberculosis tacts

be

B.

Mrs. J. D. Mortimer arrived
May 1st
to occupy her new
cottage which has
been built at Kelley’s Cove.

COLD MEDAL

From the preliminary announcement
from the census regarding the value of
the crops harvested in 1919 by counties it
appears that Aroostouk county, Maine,
stands second in the list of the whole
country being second only to Los Angeles
county, California. The bureau reports
the value of the crops harvested in Los
Angeles county in 1919 to have been $62,212,843 of Aroostook county, $52,541,205,
and of San Joaquin county, Calif., third
in the list, $39,749,032. This is a remarkable showing for the great county of
Aroostook.

our

man

M.

with the

70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep
your vital organs healthy with

and tells the truth every time.
"A man who docs not pity himself for
having to work.
“A man who is cheerful, courteous to
everyone and determined to ‘make good.’
“A man who, when he does not know,
says ‘1 don’t know,’ and When he is asked
to do anything says ‘I’ll try
“A man who does not make., the same
mistake twice, who is not a goody-goody,
a png or a cad,
but who does the very
best he knows how with every task entrusted to him.
“This man is wanted everywhere. Age
or lack cf experience do not count. There
isn’t any limit, except his own ambition,
to the number or size of the jobs he can
get. He is wanted in every big business
from Maine to California.

|

The greatest need of

A

can

eye

OUR WONDERFUL

NORTttPORr

MAN’S
BEST AGE

(From Chan-Farco Beacon.)

Schools

The people of the Austrian Tyrol have
recently held a plebescite in regard to sefrom

cession

Austria

and

union

with

Germany and the vote is overwhelmingly
in favor of separation from Vienna. The
result is

a

natural one."

Notice

Special

VOTE OF THE TYROL

We wish to inform the pubi
doing business all the tinn

are

wish to buy or sell real estate
we would be pleased to talk u
E. A. STROUT Earn

The Austrian

provinces have no love for their central
government which is socialistic and
weak. The Tyrolese see no future for
Austria and prefer union with a strong
Germany, which would result in economic improvement for them.
But the vote is simply an informal exThe
pression and has no binding elfect.
Allies have declared that there shall be
union between Austria and Germany
and this decision will apply equally to an
Austrian province. Vienna claims that
the lesult was obtained by German propaganda but the vote undoubtedly expresses the sentiments of the Tyrolese
But asi ie from expressing a sentiment
already known the ballot is without effect.—Bangor Commercial.
no

ROY C. FISH, Local
Room 2, Odd Fellows' Block, i

December 31, 1920.
Real estate.$ 186 226
283,497
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 2,751,731
Cash in office and bank.
285.309
467.835
Agents' balances.
Interest and rents accrued.
26.604
All other assets.
77,213
Assets

*

tft7t

Probate Notices
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE,
scriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administrator of
ALPHONZO RITCHIE, late of
in the county of Waldo, deceas.
binds as the law uireete.
All perdemands against the estate of
are desired to present the same
ment, anti all indebted thereto
to make payment immediately
.»

ELIJAH

Helfast, April 22,

Newark l ire Insurance Company,
41 Clinton st, iNewark, N. J

■

1921.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTin:
hereby gives notice that
47 | duly appointed administrator D
the
will
7b
annexed, of the estae of
11
LIZZIE G DODGE, late jf I06
in the County of Wald", decess.
50 j
bonds as the law directs. All pi
86
demands against the estate of
j
77
are desired to present the same fscriber

Cross assets .$4,(78,418 55
Deduct items not admitted.
162,932 24

Admitted assets. $3,915,486 21
Liabilities December 31, 1920.

unpaid losses. 348.755 95
Unearned premiums,. 2,127.776 23
All other liabilities...
82,305 45
Cash capital.
500,000 00
all
over
liabilities.
856,648 58
Surplus
Net

....

and all indebted thereto

are

rtqu<

payment immediately.
ROBERT V.
Belfast, Me., April 12, 1921,
The
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has t
p inted executor of
meat of
MARY E.

the

last will

s

HAHN, late of Line

County of Waldo, deceasehaving demands against t

in the

Total liabilities and surplus.... $3,915,486 21
Field & Cowles,

Managers, Boston, Mass*
3wl8

Pawtucket Mutual Fire Insurance

Pawtucket,

K

Company

1.

882,278 43
85,834 32

Admitted assets.,.$
796,444
Liabilities December 31, 1920,
Net unpaid iossea.$
12,497
Unearned premiums.
405,797
All other liabilities.
14,869
Cash capital.
Surplus over all l’abilties.

Total liabilities and surplus.$

j

said deceased are desired to pres
for settlement, and all indebte
requested to make payment in
my authorized agent. A S. I.HtlWALTER ^
land, Maine.

Pasadena, Calif., April 9, 1921.

December 31, 1920.
44.640 00
Real estate. .$
17,700 00
Mortgage loans.
none
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
743,260 12
Cash in office and bank.
29,631 39
40,731 96
Agents’ balances.
none
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
5,878 82
436 14
All other assets....
Assets

«jross assets.$
Deduct items not admitted..

sons

11
86
34
31

ADMINISTRATOR’S NO I K I
hereby give notice that
duly appointed administrator ot
SARAH ELIZABETH ST IA
late of Everett, Washijv
scribers

deceased, and given bonds as th
Ali persons having demands agai

said deceased are desired t"
for settlement and all indet
are requested to make payment
to my authorized agent. Clemen
JAMES 0.
Belfast, Maine.
Lynn, Mass., March 8, 1921.
of

same

Fire Insurance
| Fiielity-Phenix

80 Maidert Lane, New \
Assets

none

363.279 60
796,444 11

3wl8

FOR SALE
Low mice second Hand parloi
and kitchen stoves.

t

December 31, l-<-

Real estate. 5
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds, (actual mark, t
value Dec. 31, 1920).
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balance.
Rills receivable.
Interest and rents.
II other assets.

Gross assi ts.
Deduct items not admitted.
...

J. A L SI 1A McKEEN.

$

assets.i
Liabilities December 31.

Admitted

FOR SALE

Net

ATTRACTIVE HOME, two milesout of
city. New six-room bouse, garage, hen

house,

six acres of land.

Near neighbors,

quire by letter,
4w15*

Fine

location,

school, stores, etc.
OWNER,

En-

Care Journal Office.

NOTICE

unpaid

>

losses.

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities..

Total liabilities and surplus...
3wl8

J

1

Irocheters-KiiiW

The annual meeting of the incorporators cf Waldo County General Hospital
will be held in the Municipal Court room,
Experienced on infants’ hooters
in Memorial Building, Thursday, May 5,
Steady homework
at three o’clock p. m., for the purpose of and sweaters.
Send sample or1 sample s;il‘
hearing reports of officers; the election pay.
of three 1 directors and to transact any
your work.
other business that may legally come beIRVING .WERTHEIM! & tu,i,
«
for said meeting.
Vf’
2wl7
|C4 Fifth Ave., New
F. I. WILSON, Secretary.
2wl7

Your

COLONIAL THEATRE
William

MR.

PROSPECT.

Chimney

In the long run, we may aa well realize that we must face a lower standard of
living in Europe many years ahead. The
production costs of her people will in con-

I» it of Proper
Height and Sire to Secure
C. H. Gray and Randell Eames motorBeat Results? Millions of Dollars
ed to Belfast April 22nd.
Wasted With Bad Ones.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Vogel and Mrs.
It matters not whether
you are oper- L. F. Ames were in Bangor April 22nd.
ating a cook or heating stove,
furnace,
Mrs. M K. Stackpole is home again
steam or hot water
heating plant, you after several weeks’ stay in Lynn, Mass.
cannot obtain economical and
satisfactory
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Vogel (nee Susan
results without a proper
chimney.
Margaret Rainey) are guests of the latOxygen, (ordinarily spoken of as air) is
ter’s sister, Mrs. L. F. Ames.
as essential as
coal to proper comDustion
Mrs. B. G. Bachelder was an all-day
and a proper amount mixed
with fuei
visitor
lately in Searsport, at the home
gases will deliver a maximum
degree of
heating results as a proper mixture of of her cousin, Mrs. Amos Nichols.
Felicitations are extended to Mr. and
oxygen, (or air), in an automobile carburetor is necessary to its greatest
Mrs.
Herman J. Harriman upon the addegree
of power.
vent of a sod, Roland Palmer, April 18th.

sequence be lower than even before the

starting

Friday, May 13

this competition and
standard jaf living

we meet

high

will have to work harder; we will
have to eliminate waste, we will need to
still further improve our processes, our
labor relationship, and business methods.
If we would so improve our national efficiency and our foreign trade we must
consider our transportation, tjpth railway
water and marine, as one system directed to serve the nation as a whole. The
development of certain trade routes
through our mercantile marine as the
real extension of our inland transportation; the imDrovement of great waterways: the opening of the Great Lakes to
ocean-going vessels; the development of
great electrification of our power necessities; and the handling of our labor readjustment by moderate men on both
sides are all problems that hive a fundamental bearing on the recovery in commerce and on our ability to compete.
we

results can only be obtained by a
Lee A.Bennett was in Belfastas a travor flue, of
adequate proportions erse juror. Mrs. Griffin of Frankfort was
and favorable conditions as
regards sur- with Mrs. Bennett and son during his ab-

chimney,

rounding objects.
sence.
In these days of high coal costs
Master Arthur Boyd of Frankfort
every
one is anxious to extract
every unit of spent last Wednesday with his grandheat from every pound of coal
possible parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Killman,
and utilize it where desired or
needed his parents and sister, Mr. and Mrs. John
most.
Boyd, and Miss Ada, being in Bangor for
Almost invariably when the
heating the day.
man is called in and asks
about the chimMr. and Mrs Chas. E. Clark and son
ney, the house or building owner
says, Earl were called to Brewer April 23rd
"my chimney has a beautiful draft.”
because of the illness of their daughter
In many cases this is true, while at the
and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Jas.
same time his chimney might
efficiently Cuddy. Mr. Clark left April 25th for
operate a small heater which would heat
where he has employment.
part of the house this same chimney Bethel, Vt.,
Mrs. Jennie Dockham pleasantly enwould not efficiently operate a larger one
of sufficient capacity to heat the whole tertained a few friends the evening of
April 19th. Among those present were
house or building.
In other words, a chimney four inches Mrs. Eliza Overlock, Mrs. Susie Brown,
square and ten feet high would have a Miss Eunice Brown, Mrs. Hannah Dow,
good draft, but not sufficient to operate Miss Ruth Dow, Mrs. Alice Hopkins,
Mrs. Flora Ward and Mrs. Viola F,
even your parlor stove, (or a
forty horse
Eames.
steam
power
boiler).
casting no rellections upon the knowl-

If

war.

still maintain our

nese

■jlSigl

SAW:—"

HOOVER

«

NORTH SEARSPORT.
Grange had

Granite

ering

enjoyable gath-

an

their anniversary April 2S.
dinner was served.

on

picnic

A

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Webster and Mr.
Perry of Boston have arrived
and have opened their cottage for a few
days.
and Mrs

Mr. and Mrs.
been

spending

been here for

Fred

Janett, who have
Florida, have

the winter in

visit with friends and to

a

look after their property.

Cry

edge and integrity of those who design
Children
and build chimneys, too often little apFOR FLETCHER’S
parent thought is given to what may be
Estate
in
Real
PROSPECT
FERRY
Transfers
required of chimneys and flues.
As to the average brick mason it is
Mrs. Pendieton of Islesboro recently
king transfers of real estate
APPLETON.
easy to comprehend not an extensive
visited her daughter, Mrs. Fred Felker.
■: in Waldo County Registiy
amount of book learning is necessary to
the week ending April 28,
Orrin Luke of Lowell, Mass., has been
O. R. Fuller of Camden spent the weeklay up brick. A plumb eye perhaps is one
end at home
visiting his mother, Mrs. Emma Luke.
of the greatest requirements.
smith, Searsmont, to Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Clifford of Winthrop,
Miss Helen Meservey is spending a
Probably the first and most important
reu, do.; land and buildings
Me., visited Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Avery a qualification of an architect is an abund- week at her home here.
ance of imagination or conception of a
Mrs. Joshua Wentworth is quite seri\ines, Prospect, to George E. short time ago.
!
ig Island City, N. Y.; land
Miss Hazel Mitchener has arrived home building which will look good and please, ously ill at this writing.
from Boston and will spend the summer but is it fair to expect too much of one
Paniel Wentworth is at home from
Idler, Belfast, to Henry E. with her
parents, Capt. and Mrs, Harvey man, especially in tl ese days of speciali- Camden, where he has had employment.
land and buildings in BelMitchener.
zation, and expect an architect to be
The many friends of Miss Frances
or
versed in all
Florence
E.
to
Mrs
Emma
who
been
has
spend- highly experienced
York, Brooks,
Luke,
Fogg are glad to hear that she is conland and buildings in Brooks. ing the winter in Massachusetts with branches of building construction?
valescing.
Would not an architect’s office be more
1 Forbes, Brooks, to W'allace
relatives, has returned home. She was
land and buildings in JackMiss Margaret Burgess returned home
efficient
if
of
several
men
skillcomposed
accompanied by her cousin, Miss June
Saturday from West.Upton, Mass., where
who will spend the summer ed in the various branches of building
Littlefield,
E. Crosby, Bangor, to Arthur
construction. Good architects today are she has been emnloved.
Searsport; land and buildings heie with her sister, Mrs. Everett O’Neil.
giving the chimney question careful
Miss Mildred Hall is spending a few
Mr. and Mrs. *N. D. Harriman arrived
be sure your architect is cor- weeks at the home of her grandparents,
,iot, Manchester, Mass., to home from Augusta, April 18. Mr. Har- study, so
rect on this point, when building.
>111 Cabot, Boston; land and
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Wentworth.
riman was a member of the legislature
Islesboro.
If your proposition does not require the
Mrs. Wealthy Simmons died April 11th
and with his wife spent the winter with
Gushee, Appleton, to Cyrus
services of an architect be sure and con- at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Frank
ilopkington, N. H.; land in old schoolmates, Mrs. Octavia Moore and sult a competent heating
engineer. You Perry. She was nearly 93 years of age.
Mrs. Clara Harriman.
They report a will
save many dol.ars, (and lots of cuss
She leaves to mourn their loss four sons,
Pendleton, Islesboro, to Ed- very pleasant winter. The members of
words) even if you have to pay for serin
land
and
buildings
Jethro of Warren, Jedidah, Riley and
do.;
the legislature and their families were
vice rendered.
Herbert Simmons of Hope; three daughinvited one Sunday to Gardiner by W. F.
Millions of dollars have been wasted in
rtanu, unity, 10 umucs it.
ters, Mrs. Harriet Burgess of Searsmont,
a member ot the House, and to
Gardiner,
land
in Unity.
tun;
fuel, discarded stoves, and heating ap- Mrs. Frank Perry of
that every one had a good time about
Appleton and Mrs.
say
Glidden, Freedom, to Wilparatuses, as well as much labor attend- Estelle Richards of
Rockport; 25 grandWinslow; land in Freedom. half expresses it. Mr. Gardiner met his ing fires and other endeavors to make
children and a number of great-grandDodge, Islesboro, to Bertha guests at the Augusta House at 12.15 things go right.
children. The funeral waB held Thursdo.; land and buildings in with electric cars chartered by him and
Good square straight flues, one for each
day, Rev. Mr. Cronkhite of the Baptist
when they got to the end of the electric
piece of apparatus, so far as possible, do church
A Hall, Unity, to Lizzie A. road autos were there to
officiating.
convey them to
not. collect soot, catch fire nor burn out,
ind and buildings in Unity,
the Gardiner mansion. The writer has
t’hilbrick, Thorndike, to Law- visited several old mansions in Massa- thereby endangering buildings.
CENTER
iM, etal.,do;l nd and buildThe beautiful results and operation of
seen
one
lo
but
never
has
ndike.
equal a
chusetts,
good chimney are an everlasting joy
Clifton Morse has 22 frisky lambs from
inchard, Stockton Springs, the Gardiner mansion. There are few and comfort to the house and
building 15 sheep.
H. Morrison, do.; land in people in the State of Maine who realize
that we have such a place. It has been owner and will easily save the cost of
Mrs. Carney Shure and son have arSprings.
handed down for many generatious and construction over bad ones in a very few
rived from Massachusetts.
lpatrick, Weston, to Archie

CASTOR1A
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<

1-3-5 lb.Packages Only

..

the present Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Gardiner
who live there surely have a home to be
proud of.
They are very pastoral people
and served a sumptuous lunch to the
guests on arrival.
We visited the barn
and saw the wonderful herd of Holstein
cows, the horses and pigs, and the green
house and there are 5U0 acress in the
farm. Every one went,home feeling well
repaid for going, and wishing there were
more people in the world like Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Gardiner.

Lonoes

From Clubdom

ni issue o£ Clubdom is the

regard to Waldo

County

MOTHER’S OPINION

Jirig

you

a

letter I

received

Hie mothers” wrote Mrs. B.

“trover

of the Uncle Sam Club
>.d she added, “If there were
ader

er

r

club work
referred to

would

was

be

from

a

a

■

6

B;

■

1

tease the life out of me to
and ‘do something.’ I have
a mind to write to Mr. DonaK if it would be possible to

"is

wo
■t

as one.

They

are

only

seven,

ten has got to be Quite busy
ihan the two of them."
■

ANOTHER

STATE CHAM-

PION.
h

,1

Lh
t‘

,j
fc"
bj
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who headed the list of Maine
n club work last year is esFeme
serving of mention
f
Thorndike, who had the
re of all the county chamhhe garden project, has been
i by much
sickness, and her
is, therefore, all the more
; i,le
H was because of this illvvas obliged to give up atsi Freedom
Academy, but she
“ping up her studies at home
;,e very well.
“
been in the Knox Club two
a great worker
and, with the
8
brother, who is also a club
sbe raises a splendid garden
She is very enthusiastic in
s fQr
^is year and intends to
IJr projects.
She already has
uf tomato plants started.
She
,l>
very proud to be a member of
lub, the first club in the couna national
seal of achievement.
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clover with the grain crop this spring the
crop grown on the ground next year may
be increased as much as 30 percent, at
least such have been the results of several years work at the Central experimental farm at Ottawa, Canada.
At this station wheat, oats and barley
were seeded with and without clover; the
grain was harvested and the next spring
the ground was plowed and oats, corn
and potatoes planted on each piece. In
each case the plot having the clover
seeding yielded an increase of from 10 to
25 per cent in oats, 25 to 40 per cent in
corn, and 10 to 12 per cent in potatoes.
Price conditions would certainly have to
be abnormal if such a practice were not
profits bie because the only extra cost
was the clover seed, which could have
been seeded at the same time the grain
was drilled, with no extra labor.
This is only one, through probably the
most economical way of making use of a
jgreen manure crop for building up the
;soil. By this method not only do we
green plant material to plow
jhave the
junder as a green manure, but we get the
■benefit of a cover crop on the ground to
prevent leaching and erosion during the
season when no other crop is growing.
Other ways of taking advantage of the
value of green manures are seeding some
crop with the corn oi grain, to be plowed
under in the fall or spring; plowing under
the secoua crop of hay or rowen or growing some rank crop, as buckwheat, sweet
clover or mammoth clovei, for the sole
purpose of plowing under.
The two last methods, of course, are
more expensive and the financial returns
may not warrant the practice. However,
with pieces of land not included in a good
rotation or not accessable for applications
of barnyard manure; this is about the
only method of keeping up the fertility
aod productivity of the soil.
For not
only does the green manure add organic
matter, which is essential in keeping the
soil in good physical condition, but it also
brings plant food elements from the subsoil and in the case of legumes adds large
quantities of nitrogen from the air.

j

Robberies Cost Roads #2,000,000
a Month.
Railroads of

the

United

States lost

#104,000,000 in 1920 from robbery of
freight and damage caused to freight, the
latter due chiefly to negligence of employes and defective equipment, according to figures presented at a conference
of 75 freight claim agents and operating
Loss in roboflicials in the southeast.
beries alone amounted to approximately
#2,000,000 a month it was declared.

Roland Luce
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WL. COOK

meeting of the

It was 'voted to have
June 18th.

opening

of pointed scissors—we suggest that you
the top-center on one of the narrow sides of
pour out coffee as wanted -the angle of the

pair

at
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Appetite,

Had Swollen

Itching

Lips,

Stomach
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25 to 30
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License 377.

Belfast,

FATHER FOUND TWO-YEAROLD BOY VERY SICK
No

Chicago

.L'.'”""'’"

PI/^Ti7C

Maine.

Expert

Tel. 61-3

Pains,

Seeders

Hano

Cultivators
forget

Don't

for

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-4.

i A bardy woodsman and enthusiastic j tion of Lanes have been
healthy by using
! fisherman, Joseph K. Lane of Lincoln, } it. *
! Maine, has a very interesting record to
Symptoms of worms: Offensive breath
! report. He writes: “As a boy, thirty- | swollen upper lip, deranged
stomach,
I began to take Dr. I casional pains about the
seven years ago,
navel, pale face
Once after six months eves heavy and
True’s Elixir
dull, twitching
j
hauling logs, I came out of the woods and j itching of the nose and rectum, short
dry
found my two year-old boy very sick. cough, grinding of the
teeth, red points
He was thin, had no appetite, had swollen I °u the tongue, starting during
sleep, slow
lips, pains in stomach, an itching nose, fever, constipation.
was
suffering from constipation for
months.
“I had not been in the house an hour

cur

Harrows See the K&W Dealer

Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYO D. McKEEN,

Nose.

Pages

Good Bock on Things
Agricultural are devoted to the
most improved, desirable impleSend for
ments in these lines.
It's free. Our 60
your copy.
odd years' experience saves exYou
periment on your part.
will buy dependable goods
when you buy K&W Goods.
of

IVJWlO

Was

*

B.

Mr. Clem-

Georges Agricultural Society, held in
An old seaman in the back of the Liberty on Saturday the following officers were elected: Hon. J,
J. Clement,
church came to the rescue.
Putting bis
L. E. Hawkes, vice president;
weather-beaten hand to his mouth, he president;
A. S. Berry, treasurer; F. A. Cooper, secroared across the room: “Head her into
St.

or

opening
spout—enabling

DWINELLi

ent has bought the Samson place in Free-

re-

It is Never Sold in Bulk

re-

dom,

sponse.

acts as a

Before

splitting wood last

Clement’s farm in Halldale.

the minister
was

a

cut a

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Morang, who have
been in Shelton, Conn., for the past year,
have returned to Maine.

understand.

around,”

seveie

Will Oxton of North Searsmont is

pointed toward the front.
“Turn her
this way,” he whispered.
But the father was too disconcerted to
“Turn her feet

while

a

W/ITH sharp-edged knife

building the eastern part of the bridge
near W. S. Mehuren’s.

a

noticed that the embarrassed father was
holding the child so that its fat legs

or

thumb

got

~jT g_W£W_

For your personal convenience, keep it in
its original double-sealed package—Don’t
tear or cut off top

week.

christening in a small fishing village in Massachusetts. When the
time for baptism arrived, the clergyman

In planning this year’s crops why not
hear
plan for next year as well? By seeding

a

neighboring town who had
application card for her son,
ers in the neighborhood and
'■ a few more cards for
prospectors. She expressed a willingl': op
with
them
fortby meeting
monthly. The remainder of
ng letter is as follows:
e-eryone felt about club work
■' >uld be a ‘scrap’ to see who
first as leader. I wouldn’t
h give up the work for anya year he cleared a cash
I hi, beside having about $20
0
poultry than he started with,
he will do even better this

Crops”

years.

g~

V
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ille; land and buildings in

g jg g

K6W Seeds

re S

ult
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,n Y°ur T°wn-

Ken all & Whitney, Portland, Maine
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time to think of
DAIRY AND HAYINO SUPPUES

321

41tf

ocl

eyelids’

Granite Monuments

boxes, sealed with Blue Rlbbon.‘>ffir
no other. Buy of your
▼

,wl Take

SS years k nown »s Ecst, C.fest, Always RtJh.

^

SOLD BY PTOSIS EWMHttft

We take them from the ledge in the quarry,
polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and
one small profit.

I

when

an

House for Sale

elderly lady—a good neighbor—

in and told my wife to gel a bottle
of Dr. True’s Elixir, saying she had seen
numbers of similar cases which it had relieved.
“My boy was given a half dozen doses
of Elixir when he passed a lot of little
worms, and right away began to show
improvement; he began soon to eat with
a
relish, play around and look healthy.
He did not have to take a full bottle, and
in later years, whenever he got off his
feed, a few doses would straighten him
out quick.
“When 1 get constipated, a couple of
teaspoons of Dr. True’s Elixir fix me
O. K.
"My son is grown up now and has a
family of six children, and he has practically raised his family on Dr. True’s
Elixir. The children go out and get hold
JOSEPH K.LASK
of something not good for them, and so j
eat
and
something
when they
get sick,
Nearly every grown up and every child
the Elixir is given and the family is put needs a Laxative. The fond parents safein good shape again.
guard the health of their children by
“I have read in the papers you have to keeping their bowels in condition. In Dr.
take a half dozen bottles of some reme- True’s Elixir only pure herbs are used.
dies, but you don’t have to do this with No harmful drugB. Keep the bowels reguDr. True’s Elixir. Simply a few doses lar by using Dr. True’s Elixir. At all dealand then quick relief. The three genera- ers; 3 sizes. Buy the larger size.—Adv.

cut,

came

at Belfast—5

room

house and

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
and the middle men’s profits, which brings
monument
down to the lowest possible price.
your
Call and see for yourself.

factory.
Apply to

freight

"ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Real Estate and Insurance,
Belfast, Maine.

A. S. HEAL,

S. C. Pattee, M. D.,

Bridge St., Belfast,

Me.

i

Masonic

lcmple/;Room 6.
Residence at 45 High Street.
Telephone 338-2

|

HAIR

GROWER
MILDREDINA HAIR
REMEDY grows hair
quickly, removes dandruff, darkens gray or
faded hair, stops falling
and makes it beautiful.
75c and $1.25 a bottle.
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Savings Bank

Belfast

40

Notice is hereby given that Savings Hank
Book No. 14,070, issued by this bank, has

been lost and application
a

duplicate

ing issuing

book
new

has been made for

according

to laws regulat-

books.

FULLER C. WEN!WORTH,
Treasurer.
Belfast, April 25, 1921.-3wl7

j

ALGOLA PILLS

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas., Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Make Pure

Try them.

10c. 25c. At druggists.
Duane
Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
Signature on each box.
Fharmacal

Are you

subscriber to The
Republican Journal?
9
,i

Week of
MAY

EVENINGS AT
7.00 and 8.30

COLONIAL

MATINEES
AT 2.30

THEATRE

|A Unit of Black’s IMew England Theatres)
TUESDAY

MONDAY

I
presents

a

George Melford

RODUCTION

WEDNESDAY

W. J. Clifford Local

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

reaLart

I

Director

WILLIAM

PRESENTS

FOX

PRESENTS
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I
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on the Screen
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'WANDA HAWLEY
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BILLIE
BURKE

lununiT,

chivalry and dashing advenw^en
California was a
m
f wilderness. In this land of the
golden
I
8J**t **llia west has been filmed
Ryan’s most beautiP $“?,l°ve
*tory, of youth, beauty,
y
jy* adventure and love, presenting—

\\|
’l
1
g

f

IN

In

Clyde

Fitch

Stage

“Prairie

Success

“THE

Trails”

SNOB”

A Red blooded Di-ama

A

picture founded upon
clean, wholesome college
life with its real youth
and American sports and
ideals.

Week!

of

MAY

IN

“For The Soul
of Rafael”

A

captivating tale of a
charming widow who

A complete
and thrilling-

of Stiond Men’s Passions
Love,

am a^hmaift Pace
.v

k

.'.V

sequel

The Texan

compromises herself.

Special Added Attractions Every Day
-NO ADVANCE IN

*
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PRICES—

I
THE

with you.

CHURCHES

The regular serv'sces will be held at the
Universalist church Sunday with sermon
at 10.45 a. m. by Kev. William Vaughan.
The choir will hav : a special musical program.

1 lie Sunds y school will meet at

People’s MethMETHODIST CHI RCH.
odist Church, Re\. Charles W. Martin,
telepastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.;
phone, 213.11. Su iday morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday School, 12 m. Evening
Prayer meeting this,
service at 7.30.
Thursday, evening jit 7 30.
Rev.
The First baptist church.
Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Cedar; telephone, 823-11. The services
are at 10.45 and
of worship on
Bible school fit 12 o’clock, and the
7.30.
Thursday
Christian Endeavol at 6.30
Strangat 7.30 the mid-welk service.
and
ers in the city are Jordially invited,
the co-operation o» friends throughout
the community, whr are not obligated by
duty and interest til support some other
in the growchurch, is
ing work of the chufch.
known the country
Sunday, May 8th,
over as Mothers’ Da|y. It will be fittingly
observed by this chtfrch at both the morning and evening se vices. The Sons of
Veterans and their .uxiliary will attend
this church in a b >dy at the morning
service, as it is the r custom to attend
divine service togett sr on Mothers’ Day.
The sermon and the nusic will be in harmony with the servi e.
At 7-30 Pastor Sai er continues the series of addresses on 'Bible Lessons from
of which the folGreat Story
for the Sunday
lowing is the
I
evenings in May:
The Bible Lessons' or nepeniance anu
From Hawthe Confession of £in.
thorne’s ‘‘Scarlet Ltjtter.”
The Bible Lesson of the Terrible Blight
Ames Williams’
of Malice. From

Sunday

Miss Christine Eames is at home from
M. C. I., suffering with an attack of
measles.

jis

Mr. and Mrs. George Buck have returned from a visit with their son, Hemy
Buck and family, in Newark, N. J.
Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels, who spent the
winter months with relatives in Boston
and vicinity, arrived in Searsport, Thursday, and has opened her home on West
Main street.
An

Tellers}”

enjoyable

sociable

was

held Tues-

day, April 26th, in the Congregational
upper vestry by the Sunday school schol-

schedule

The proceeds will
Chinese fund.

ars.

go towards the

Donald Vaughan, propr etor of the
Searsport Drug store, has installed a fine
which
new soda fountain in his store,

Bjpn

will add much to its attractiveness. The
interior of the store has been newly painted and equipped with enclosed shelves,
and is now one of the most up to-date in
this section.

“Miching Mallecho.V

The Bible Lesson oJ the Beauty of Holi“Idylls of the
From
ness.

Tennysjm’s
J

The Bible Lesson of the L'se and Misuse
of Great Talents, i From Browning’s
“Saul.”
The Bible Lesson of the Making of a
Prophet. From the Life Story of Abraham Lincoln.
The music at these evening services
will be an inspiring feature. The congregational singing will be led by organ
The public
orchestra and chorus choir.
is cordially invited t!o attend these ser-

^nd

Wouldn’t You Like to Feel
Real Good Again?
To have perfect rest, good digestion? Easv
mind, good memory for names and places?
Have vim and vigor with a knowledge that
pure, rich blood was supplying the entire
system with nature's own health-producing

days.

SEARSPORT

earnestlyjdesired

North Congregational Church.
Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
worship at 10.45, sermon by the pastor.
Church school at noon. Strangers and
those without any church home are cordially invited to worship with us and
assist in the activities of this church.
The quiet hour devotional service will
be held this, Thursday, evening at 7.30.
bring a friend
Plan to be present

KORN

in-

wear a flower in honor those
The sacrament of the Lord’s

FIRST PARISH (Unitarian) CHURCH.
Preaching
Rev. A. E. Wilson minister.
service Sunday at 10.45 a. m., sermon
ible?”
the
subject, ‘‘Have We Outgrown
All cordially inChurch school at r ion.
vited to these serv ;es.

vices.
i
The appointments of the present week
are: Monday evening in the small vestry
the meeting of the W. N. C. for their
Tuesday
missionary study and social.
evening the orchestra rehearsal. Wedof Mrs.
home
at
the
afternoon
nesday
Aborn, Cedar street, the meeting of the
Ladies’ Sewing Circle, Wednesday evening 7 30, the rehearsal: of the chorus choir
in the vestry of the ichurch. Thursday
evening, 7.30, the mid-week service of
Friday' afternoon in the
the church.
vestry the meeting cjf the Senior Bible
Class for work; a supper follows. Saturday morning ball games by Rangers
and Boy Scouts.

an

vice out of respect for their mothers and
and Mrs. Alton Thomas, a son.
dear ones.
Supper will
MARRIED.
be observed in connection with this service and it is hoped all our members will
HUSTUS-BUSTUS. In Monroe, April
be present.
25, by t. E. Palmer, J. P., Chillis S.
Scouts
1
and
2
of
the
Bustus ot Freedem and Miss Laura MariTroops No.
boy
will meet with the members of the Boy’s
on Hustus of Frankfort.
the vestry next Monday
T WOMBI.Y-NICKERSON.
Institute in
In Searsport,
evening at 7. The fencing class is prov
May 1, by Rev. N k Atwood, Charles
ing very attractive to the boys who have Sewal) Twombiy and Beulah Hope Nickjoined it, and, so far, they are shaping
erson, both of Searsport.
A cordial invitation is extenued to
well.
bovs who are twelve years old to join
DIED.
the insti ute. The newly organized base
"Ball.
In
Belfast,
May 3, Mrs. Mary
ball team will play at Citypoint Saturday
E. Ball, aged 78 years, 8 months and 4
afternoon.
days.
A special sterecpticon lecture on John
THOMPSON.
In Montville, April 28,
Huss and the Land of the Book and Cup j
will be given In the church Sunday at ! Volney Thompson, aged 75 years,
W FLIS.
In Auburn, April 28, Blanche
7.30 p. m. This is a lecture rich in his- i
Jordan Wells, wife ot B. F. Wells, Jr.,
torical interest and should be heard by
35
aged
years.
all.
A collection will be taken to defray
W OOD. In Belfast, May 3, Mrs. Mary
the expense of the slides.
M. W>ood, aged 77 years, 8 months ana 15

noon.

King.’’

Your presence will he

(.'LARK, In Belfast, April 29, to Mr.
spiration to others, and you need the
help and inspiration these meetings sup- and Mrs. Edgar P. Clark, a ton, Poster
ply.
Edgar.
PATTEN.
In Lincolnvilie, April 26, to
Sunday will be observed in this church i
short
and
A
as
Mothers’ Day.
appro- I Mr. and Mrs. Donald I. Patten, a son, W.
the
will
be
talk
pastor.
Frederick.
given by
priate
Let all members of the parish attend serThomas.
In Belfast, April 25, to Mr.

W. J. Pullman has been here recently
talking up the prospect of starting a
pants factory in town. Conditions are
very favorable for such a thing, and if
plenty of help can be obtained, the
scheme will probably be put through.
Pullman Brothers will be in town this
week and a definite proposition will be
made.

Augustus L. Sweetser died at his home
Nichols street Wednesday at 1 p. m.,

on

at

the age of 68 years.

by his

widow, by

He is survived

daughter, Miss
Blanche Sweetser of Searsport, and by
Sweetser
of Lake View,
two sons, Henry
and George Sweetser of Derby.
Funeral
one

services will be held from his late home
Saturday afternoon. Obituary later.

j

Miss Emma Hichborn, who died at her
home in Stockton Springs after an illness
of three weeks with pneumonia, was well
known in Searsport. She was for a long
period of years a popular clerk in Howes’
dry goods store, and was well known to
many Searsport people in that capacity.
Searsport relatives are Mrs. Melvina
Hichborn and Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Green.
Rev. and Mrs. N. F. Atwood returned

Monday from Guilford, where they attended the East Maine Conference. Mr.
Atwood has been appointed pastor of the
M. E. church for another year, a decision
which is very satisfactory,' as both Mr.
and Mrs. Atwood are very popular in the
parish, and their work since coming to
Searsport has been of great benefit in
many ways.
*

For Sale

vitality?

We will ship you by mail in a safely
package, a supply of our
special Oxien Remedies, with full literature and directions, containing
<»ne
regular 25-cent Oxien Porous
Plaster, also a personal package of
Oxien Pills, together with a Free
Simple Box of our Famous Oxien
secured

One side-hill plow, one spring tooth
harrow, one two-horse mowing machine
and some hay.
For particulars apply to
MRS. R. P. HiLLS,
Tel. 179-4
Belmont, Avenue.
Iwl8*
(9)

Be Glad You Are

We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their many acts of kindness
given to us during the illness and death

Send

power, 126- inch wheelbase
$2150 f. o. b. Detroit

Living

BIG-SIX is in

and address, with 10 cents
will gladly forward you
this full Sample Oxien Remedy Treatment, without a cent of another cost.
name

silver,

of our loved one, Elisha Brown. To those
who so thoughtfully gave their time and
sympathy and lovingly watched withkus
during the closing hours, administering to
his needs and ours, we feel deeply grateful. For all this and the many acts and
words of respect given and the many
beautiful flowers contributed we express
our heartfelt thanks.
Ruth G. Brown,
Lester C. Brown,
Erlan N. Brown,

and

THE
quality

we

THE GIANT OXIE
70 Willow

St.,

Notice of

Augusta, Maine.

[foreclosure

Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the 6th
day of April, 1916, and record*d in the Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 388, Page 156, con-

CARD OF THANKS

!

a

car,

“Bay

equal quality.

veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel
of real estate situated in Lincolnville, in the
County of Waldo and bounded as follows:
westerly by land of J. Mathews; northerly by
land of J. Mathews; easterly by land of Edgar
Pottle; southerly by the road leading from the
town house to the Lermond place, containing
twenty acres, more or less.

Also another lot or parcel of land, in said
great sorrow. For the beautiful flow- i
Lincolnville, and ounded as follows:
presented, the community piece, the by the road leading from Lincolnvillewesterly
Center
basketfrom the telephone company, floral to the Tower
place; northerly by the road
piece from the nurse, pillows,
Irom
house
the
town
wreaths, leading
by George A.
sprays and many cut flowers from rela- Mahoney’s to Lermond place; easterly by Meltives and friends—all expressina so much. vin Dickey's land; southerly by land now or
formerly of Myra Young, A, W. Knight and
Mrs. Volney Thompson
-he old Piper place. Said property known as
and Family.
the Harviile Farm; and whereas the condition
Center Montville, May 2, 1921.
of said mortgage has been broken;
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
CARD OF THANKS
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said
mortgage.
We wish to thank all our neighbors and
Camden, Me., April 28, 1921.
friends, especially the George Roberts
RUFUS C. AMES.
family, for their kindness to us in our
3wl8
By O. H. EMERY, his Attorney.
late bereavement and also for the floral
tributes.
MRS. G. W. PATTERSHALL,
CAFT. R. W. PATTERSHALL.
LAST FRIDAY AFTERNOON between
Freedom Village and Half Moon Stream,
CARD
a red and green sweater.
The finder will
We wish to ibank all who were kind to
receive a suitable reward if it is returned
us in our late bereavement
to the Journal office.
9
MR. and MRS. CHARLES Twombly,
MR. and MRS. C. R. CURTIS,
MR. and MRS. LOUIS FREEMAN.

respect

every

for comparison only
with the very best. Due to light weight
and Studebaker s manufacturing facilities, the price is less than other cars of

COMPANY,

Willis S. McKinney of LincolnWHEREAS,
ville, County of Waldo and State of

Horace brown,
Matia a. Wadlin.
Morrill, Me., May 2, 1921.

our

■
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Ionic Tablets.

C/RD OF TRANKS

We wish to thaiik our fr.ends and
neighbors for their help and sympathy in

series 21 Big-Six
Seven-Passenger, 60-hnrse

Studebaker.

it because it's

a

”

This is

a

Studebaker Year

ers

lost

BANKS’ GARAGE
IN THE WILLIAM CLARK STORE
j

Prices f.
I oaring L

;

FOR SALE
Fitted dry hard wood at 113 per cord,
delivered. Apply to Henry W. Collins or
Tel. 137-13.

for

JOHN

particulars apply to
A.

CHADWICK

40 NORTHFORT AVENUE.

o.

ALL
r -tp— wff
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noons

Boy to work after9
Saturdays.

School
and
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LIGHT-SIX COUPE ROADSTER
LIGHT SIX SEDAN
....
SPECIAL-SIX COUPE
SPECIAL-SIX SEDAN
....

....
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wun

*1850
2®50
27511

^ w«. u
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WANTED
High

b. factory

Koaaatera

$1485
UGHT-SIX TOURING CAR
1750
SPECIAL SIX TOURING CAR
SPECIAL-SIX 2-PASS, and 4-PASS. ROADSTERS 1750
2150
BIG-SIX TOURING CAR

OFTHANKS

Hen House for Sale

ara ana

THE DINSMURE STOkE

Caution Notice

FOR SALE

I wish to forbid all persons from haror trusting my wife, Lucy A. Lear,
as I shall pay no bills contracted by her
after this date.
Belfast, Me., May 5, 1921.

large sized white e; 1
refrigerator second
Apply to E. A. SheR>|

boring

Swia*

NORMAN LEAR.

A

—

4 Church

St., B#cl

